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 Introduction 

I refer to: 

 the appointment of Domenico Alessandro Calabretta, Grahame Robert Ward and Thyge Trafford-Jones of Mackay 
Goodwin as administrators (Former Voluntary Administrators) of Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (the Company) on 8 
July 2021; 

 the appointment of Jason Preston and I as provisional liquidators (Provisional Liquidators) of Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty 
Ltd (the Company) on 15 July 2021 by order of the Federal Court of Australia (Court); 

 the subsequent appointment of Jason Preston and I as liquidators (Liquidators) of the Company on 12 November 
2021 by order of the Court that the Company be wound up; and 

 our initial information for creditors dated 6 December 2021 in which we advised you of our appointment as 
Liquidators and your rights as a creditor in the liquidation, copies of which can be found on our website 
(https://www.mcgrathnicol.com/creditors/forum-group-and-associated-entities/). 

The purpose of this report is to: 

 provide creditors with an update on the progress of the liquidation; and 

 advise creditors of the likelihood of a dividend being paid in the liquidation. 

This report has been prepared to comply with the Liquidators’ statutory obligation under section 70-40 of the Insolvency 
Practice Rules (Corporations) 2016 (IPR) to report to creditors within three months of their appointment as Liquidators.  

We will also be requesting that you consider: 

 our and the Former Voluntary Administrators’ detailed remuneration approval reports, and  

 the destruction of the Company’s books and records. 

 Update on the progress of the Liquidation 

 Background 

 Corporate structure 

An overview of the corporate structure of the Company at our appointment date is set out below: 

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mcgrathnicol.com%2Fcreditors%2Fforum-group-and-associated-entities%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cksan%40mcgrathnicol.com%7C1936e590cb7b490a1a1a08d9999401a1%7C8a25767198724405854e77e32616d56c%7C0%7C0%7C637709683319760926%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=%2BN77%2FEQtmJaTbXAU9TCafTMxSPOSaH0ez20oyHVazHU%3D&reserved=0
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The Liquidators note the following in relation to the corporate structure: 

 The Company, along with thirteen other wholly owned Australian subsidiaries of The Forum Group of Companies Pty 
Ltd (FGOC) were known as the “Forum Group” (Forum Group). 

 Basile Papadimitriou (Mr Papas/the Director) and his associate, Vincenzo Francesco Tesoriero (Mr Tesoriero), 
indirectly control 73.64% of the Company through their interests in various shareholders of FGOC. 

 The Liquidators of the Company are also the appointed Liquidators of FGOC and the other thirteen Australian 
registered companies in the Forum Group, along with fourteen other entities associated with Mr Papas and/or Mr 
Tesoriero outside the Forum Group (which are not shown in the structure chart above). The wider group of companies 
over which the Liquidators are appointed, as set out in Enclosure 1 of this report, are collectively referred as the 
“Appointment Group” (Appointment Group).  

 Further details on the Company are set out below.   

 Background of the Company 

The Company was incorporated on 5 August 2015.  Mr Papas was the sole director of the Company at its incorporation 
and remained in this role as at the date of our appointment.  The Company is a wholly owned subsidiary of FGOC.  

On 8 July 2021, Domenico Alessandro Calabretta, Grahame Robert Ward and Thyge Trafford-Jones of Mackay Goodwin 
were appointed as voluntary administrators (Former Voluntary Administrators) of the Company by Mr Papas, with their 
appointment ending on 15 July 2021 when Jason Preston and I were appointed Provisional Liquidators of the Company by 
order of the Court.   
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Based on the investigations conducted to date, it appears that the Company held itself out as an equipment leasing 
arranger/broker, operating primarily in the environmental services sector.  The Company would enter into equipment 
leasing and maintenance contracts with customers (as principal) with the purported economic interest and security 
associated with those contracts passed to third-party financiers on an undisclosed basis.   

At the date of the appointment of the Former Voluntary Administrators and our subsequent appointment as Provisional 
Liquidators and Liquidators, there were considerable amounts owing to SMBC Leasing and Finance Inc (SMBC) as third-
party financier.  However, based on our investigations to date, it appears that there were no underlying customers for 
most (if not all) contracts.  Consequently, a majority (if not all) of these contracts, for which financing was paid to the 
Company, were fraudulent, and continued to be paid into the account up to the date of our appointment.  

The Company did not directly employ any employees. From our investigations to date, it appears the fraudulent activities 
allegedly committed by the Company were primarily undertaken at the direction of Mr Papas and through employees of 
Forum Group Pty Ltd (Forum Group). 

 Reasons for the failure of the Company 

Mr Papas, the sole Director has failed to provide a Report on Company Activities and Property (ROCAP) that provides an 
explanation on the failure of the Company.   

We consider the reason for the Company’s failure was due to the following: 

 the Company’s association with the Forum Group; and 

 the alleged fraudulent behaviour undertaken by (or at the direction of) Mr Papas in Forum Finance Pty Ltd (Forum 
Finance), an entity within the Forum Group and other Appointment Group entities which resulted in freezing orders 
being issued by the Court against Mr Papas and Mr Tesoriero personally and litigation being commenced against 
numerous Appointment Group entities, including the Company. 

Mr Papas departed Australia for Greece in mid-June 2021 shortly after the fraudulent behaviour was identified and ahead 
of the various insolvency appointments.  Mr Papas appointed the Former Voluntary Administrators to the Company (along 
with other Appointment Group entities) shortly after departing Australia and after the freezing orders.  Mr Papas has not 
returned to Australia despite stating his intention to do so.  On 20 October 2021, the Court issued a warrant for his arrest 
for being in contempt of its orders.  

While Mr Papas initially engaged with us in the Provisional Liquidation period to a limited extent, he has not provided any 
meaningful assistance in respect of our investigations into the wider Appointment Group’ affairs and causes of failure.  Mr 
Papas has since closed the email address that we were using to contact him.  Further, Mr Papas is not presently legally 
represented in the various proceedings commenced against him. There has been no contact with Mr Papas since our 
appointment as Liquidators.  

 Timeline of key events 

Below is a timeline of key events leading to the appointment of the Liquidators of the Company and the Appointment 
Group. 
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Date Event 

May to June 2021 Westpac Banking Corporation (Westpac or WBC) identified the alleged fraudulent 
behaviour of Mr Papas in Forum Finance.   

16 June 2021 Mr Papas departed Australia for Greece. 

28 June 2021 WBC obtained: 

 freezing orders against Forum Finance and Mr Papas prohibiting them from disposing, 
dealing with or diminishing the value (i.e. freezing) of all their Australian and New 
Zealand assets (including the Company) up to the unencumbered value of 
approximately $254 million; and 

 search orders against Forum Finance and Bill Papas.  

2 July 2021 to 27 August 
2021  

WBC obtained a freezing order against Mr Tesoriero freezing all of his Australian assets up 
to the unencumbered value of approximately $254 million. 
 
The Court amended the freezing orders outlined above on multiple occasions. The current 
freezing orders against the director and/or ultimate controlling shareholder(s) are as 
follows: 

 Mr Papas (made on 15 July 2021). It freezes his global assets (including the Company) 
up to the unencumbered value of approximately $361 million. 

 Mr Tesoriero (made on 27 August 2021). It freezes his global assets (including the 
Company) up to the unencumbered value of approximately $254 million plus NZ$44 
million. 

8 July 2021 The Former Voluntary Administrators were appointed to the Company (along with other 
associated entities) by resolution of Mr Papas, its sole director. 

15 July 2021 Jason Preston and I were appointed Provisional Liquidators of the Company, by order of 
the Court.  This ended the appointment of the Former Voluntary Administrators. 

12 November 2021 The Court made orders appointing the Liquidators to the Company.    

 Actions to date  

To date, we have undertaken the following as part of the provisional liquidation and liquidation of the Company and 
broader Appointment Group: 

 Liaised with Mr Papas and his legal advisors, in his capacity as Director of the Company in respect of the ROCAP and 
causes of failure. 

 Liaised with personnel of the various Forum Group entities including Mr Craig Rollinson, General Manager of 
Operations of the Forum Group, to gain an understanding of the business and financial position of the Company. 

 Liaised with and issued requests for information to NAB and other financial institutions/financiers in relation to the 
Company. 

 Gained access to books and records of the Company including electronic accounting and financial records/systems. 

 Liaised with parties who have registered PPSR security interest over the Company. 

 Carried out preliminary investigations. 

 Conducted examinations of various individuals involved with related entities of the Company which related to the 
Company. 

 Reported to and filed lodgements with the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and creditors. 
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 Funding agreement 

Upon our appointment as Provisional Liquidators, noting the freezing orders in place, variety of financier claims and 
alleged fraudulent behaviour of Mr Papas, there were insufficient funds/assets available to us to undertake our role beyond 
our basic statutory obligations for the Company and other entities in the Appointment Group. 

In order for us to undertake a comprehensive investigation and understand the claims or assets that may be available for 
the benefit of creditors, we engaged with the major financiers associated with the Appointment Group in respect of 
providing funding to allow us to undertake this work. 

An in-principle agreement was ultimately reached with Westpac to provide the Liquidators a loan for the purposes of 
funding the Liquidators' remuneration and expenses incurred in July, August and September 2021 (or other such longer 
period as agreed in writing) up to a value of $4.5 million (excluding GST) (Funding Facility). The funding was put in place 
to allow the Liquidators to undertake investigations of the Appointment Group (including the Company), and the 
identification of possible future sources of asset recoveries. On 7 September 2021, the Liquidators entered into the 
Funding Facility agreement following Court approval. 

On 18 November 2021, SMBC together with WBC entered into an Accession Deed with the Liquidators to increase the 
Funding Facility limit to $8.5 million (excluding GST) and to extend the period of coverage of the Liquidators’ remuneration 
and expenses incurred from 1 July 2021 to 31 January 2022. The Liquidators are currently engaging with SMBC and WBC 
to extend the period of coverage to the end of 2022. The Liquidators are currently engaging with SMBC and WBC to 
extend the period of coverage to the end of 2022. 

Apart from priority employee claims, the effect of the Funding Facility is that all realisations across any of the entities 
within the Appointment Group will first be applied in repayment of the Funding Facility, and amounts will only become 
available to unsecured creditors to the extent there is a surplus once the Funding Facility has been repaid in full. 

The Funding Facility will only be drawn down based on costs actually incurred and properly approved (and to the extent 
there are insufficient recoveries in the respective liquidations).  Liquidators’ remuneration will still require approval by 
creditors.   

 Assets and liabilities 

 Report on Company Activities and Property (ROCAP) 

Under section 475 of the Act, Directors, and company officers, can be required to complete a ROCAP, setting out an 
assessment of a company’s asset and liability position and causes of failure.   

During our appointment as Provisional Liquidators, we requested that Mr Papas, in his capacity as sole Director, submit a 
ROCAP for the Company. 

To date, Mr Papas has not supplied a ROCAP as at the date of our appointment as Provisional Liquidators which provide 
an explanation on the causes of failure of the Company.  The Act provides for serious consequences for a failure to submit 
a ROCAP.  The Liquidators have reported to ASIC on Mr Papas’ non-compliance. 

In the absence of a ROCAP that provides an explanation on the Company’s causes of failure and the ability to comment 
on the failure, we have relied on the following information to prepare this Report and comment on Company’s asset and 
liability position: 

 books and records of the Company; 

 materials relating to the Company produced by third parties in response to subpoenas;  

 discussions with or examinations of former staff of other Forum Group entities and parties with knowledge of the 
Company;  

 our detailed investigations; and 

 company searches and verifiable public information, such as ASIC registers. 

We have based our analysis on the Company’s assets and liabilities below on the Company’s balance sheet at 30 June 
2021 as extracted from the Company’s electronic accounting system (on the basis that this was the most recent month-
end prior to appointment). Based on our investigations to date, we hold serious concerns that the Company’s accounting 
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records are incomplete and do not accurately reflect the true nature of the underlying transactions (noting the apparent 
fraudulent activity). 

 Assets 

The below table summarises the Company’s asset position based on the information obtained from the balance sheet from 
the Company’s accounting system as at 30 June 2021 and our investigations. 

 

 Cash 

The Company maintained a bank account with National Australia Bank (NAB), which held a balance of $23k on our 
appointment on 15 July 2021.   

The balances have not yet been released to the Liquidators and remain in the bank account as, given the circumstances in 
which the Company obtained those funds, they are subject to competing claims.  

 Accounts receivable 

The Company’s accounting records detail a net accounts receivable balance of c.$9.2m. Our preliminary investigations 
highlighted that the transactions recorded within this account appear to relate to funding arrangements in respect of 
fraudulent contracts and therefore are not collectable by the Liquidators.  

If legitimate debtors are identified as we progress our investigations, then steps will be taken to collect these. 

 Liabilities 

The below table summarises the Company’s liability position based on the information obtained from the balance sheet from 
the company’s accounting system as at 30 June 2021 and our investigations.  As we have not formally requested proofs of 
debt (PODs), the upper limit of creditor claims is currently unknown. 

 

 Trade and statutory creditors 

The Company’s accounting records detail trade and statutory creditors of $3.3 million, which relate to trade creditors and 
unpaid taxes.  

The Liquidators have received PODs totalling $375k from 3 unsecured creditors as at the date of this report, plus PODs 
relating to the proprietary claims totalling $353m as noted in section 3.4.1 below. 

The Liquidators have not yet called for formal PODs from creditors so these amounts may change.  As noted above the 
upper limit of claims is currently unknown. 

Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd - asset summary

30-Jun-21

$'000 Reference Book value  Low High

Cash 3.2.1 23  - 23

Accounts receivables 3.2.2 9,160  -  - 

Total 9,183  - 23

Liquidators' Est. Amt.

Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd - liability summary

30-Jun-21

$'000 Reference Book value  Low High

Trade and statutory creditors 3.3.1 3,313 3,313 Unknown

Secured creditors 3.3.2  -  - Unknown

Loan from appointment group entity 3.3.3 4,779 4,779  - 

Clearing accounts – liabilities 3.3.4 2,108  -  - 

Total 10,200 8,092  - 

Liquidators' Est. Amt.
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 Secured creditors 

The Company’s accounting records did not record any liabilities owing to secured creditors.  

Below is a summary of the interest registered against the Company on the PPSR: 

 

The registrations by Westlawn Finance and SMBC Leasing and Finance related to funding historically provided to the 
Company in respect of customer equipment leases.  

 Loan from appointment group entity 

The Company’s accounting records highlighted an outstanding loan of $4.78 million owing to Forum Group Financial 
Services Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) (FGFS), which is also subject to Jason Preston and my appointment as liquidators.  

The loan amount is consistent with those noted in the books and records of FGFS, however it is not clear why the loan was 
provided and what the funds were used for. 

 Clearing accounts 

It appears that the clearing account in the Company’s balance sheet was utilised to record funding received from and 
repayments to financiers in respect of the fraudulent contracts, which we understand would not ordinarily be recorded in 
any other accounts within the Company’s accounting structure.  

 Competing claims 

We note there are a range of competing claims being asserted over the assets of the Company by various parties, particularly 
proprietary claimants (refer to section 3.4.1 below). 

If successful, these claims will reduce the pool of assets available and/or impact the statutory priorities and impact the 
prospect of any dividend to unsecured creditors.  

Given the uncertainty and complexities around the validity, extent and impact of the claims (particularly the proprietary 
claims), we have not sought to reflect the impact of these claims in the above analysis.    

 Proprietary interest claims 

We have been put on notice that a number of financiers of the Appointment Group are pursuing proprietary interest 
claims (Proprietary Claims) against assets in the name of the Company. There are currently legal proceedings before the 
Court in this regard. 

These claims have been made on the basis that funding was provided to the Company by the financiers, either directly or 
indirectly (via FGFS who in turn obtained those funds from related entities, which obtained the funds on the basis of the 
alleged fraudulent behaviour of Mr Papas). The claim asserts that any funds in bank accounts, or assets acquired or in part 
funded using funds advanced by the financiers remains the property of the financiers as a result of the Proprietary Claims 
and is not available to be retained by the Company or its creditors. 

We have received proofs of debts (POD) totalling $353 million in relation to the Proprietary Claims to date. 

 

Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd - PPSR registrations

Chattel Paper General Intangible Account Totals

Westlawn Finance Limited 1  - 1 2

SMBC Leasing And Finance, Inc. 2 2 2 6

Totals 3 2 3 8
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 Investigations  

Creditors will find a summary of offences under the Act, including details of voidable transactions and insolvent trading 
considerations in the Creditor Information Sheet – Offences, Recoverable Transactions and Insolvent Trading (Enclosure 7). 

 Possible contraventions of the Act 

 Overview 

The Liquidators have conducted investigations into the possible statutory offences and/or misconduct by the Director of 
the Company and potential Liquidator recoveries pursuant to same.  

Based on the Liquidators investigations to date, we have identified a number of possible contraventions of the Act and 
potential recovery actions available. 

 Investigations undertaken 

The investigations have included: 

 review of the pre-appointment Court proceedings, including relevant materials such as affidavits and supporting 
annexures; 

 review of the books and records of the Company which includes accounting records and data extracted from available 
accounting systems of the Company; 

 enquiries with former officers and employees of the Forum Group in relation to the Company’s affairs and 
transactions; 

 review of public register information;  

 analysis of bank statements provided by the financial institutions/financiers for accounts of the Company and accounts 
of other parties subject to subpoena in the WBC proceedings; and 

 public examination of certain officers and employees of the Forum Group. 

Whilst these investigations are at the preliminary stages and are subject to legal advice, the Liquidators provide the 
following update on the possible contraventions of the Act by the Director of the Company.   

 Books and records 

Based on a review of the books and records obtained from the Company, the Liquidators are of the opinion that the 
financial records maintained by the Company do not correctly record and explain the true financial position and 
performance and the presumption of insolvency could be relied upon.   

In light of the above, in our opinion, the Director of the Company has breached sections 286 and 364 of the Act which 
requires a company to maintain proper financial records that correctly records and explains its transactions and financial 
position and performance.  

The absence or failure to maintain proper books and records as required under section 286(1) of the Act gives rise to a 
presumption of insolvency pursuant to section 588E of the Act.  This in turn facilitates action being taken against directors 
of a company for insolvent trading.  

 Determining date of insolvency 

In considering the matters identified to date from the Liquidators’ investigations as outline above, the Liquidators consider 
that the Company was likely insolvent from at least July 2018 (Insolvency Date) on the following grounds: 

 Based on our investigations to date there is strong evidence funds were fraudulently obtained from at least 25 July 
2018;  

 the Company derived its income from funding received from fraudulent customer contracts;  

 the Company was also reliant on funding from FGFS to meet its costs. The FGFS funding was also resulted largely 
from fraudulent contracts; and  

 without the continuous funding either directly or indirectly (via FGFS) from fraudulent contracts, the Company was not 
in a position to meet payment of debts as they fall due.  
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 Insolvent trading 

Pursuant to section 588G of the Act, a director of a company has a duty to ensure that the company does not incur debts 
that is it is unable to pay, i.e. that it does not trade whilst insolvent. 

Before a court will order that a person pay compensation in respect of insolvent trading, a liquidator must establish that: 

 the person was a director of the company at the time the company incurred the debt which is the subject of the 
claim; 

 the company was insolvent at that time or became insolvent by incurring the debt; 

 at that time, there were reasonable grounds for suspecting that the company was insolvent or would become 
insolvent by incurring the debt; and 

 the debt, which is the subject of the claim, was wholly or partly unsecured and the creditors with outstanding amounts 
suffered loss and damage. 

Prior to commencing any recovery action, due consideration needs to be given (in the context of available defences) to: 

 the significant costs that may be incurred in prosecuting a potential insolvent trading claim; 

 further detail regarding the financial position of the directors and in particular, the value of any assets that could be 
realised to satisfy any successful judgement; and 

 challenges with obtaining funding, and potential exposure to litigation costs. 

Any return to creditors from an insolvent trading claim would be delayed until the claim is resolved (either by negotiation 
or a judgement from a court).  If a claim is ultimately commenced and prosecuted to a trial, the Liquidators expect it could 
be several years from the time of issuing proceedings before assets are recovered. 

If proceedings are pursued, there is the risk that the claim will not be established or that a defence will be sustained.  
Further, even if a judgement is obtained, there is a risk that it cannot be satisfied, or that the amount recovered will be 
insufficient to meet the costs of investigation and prosecuting the claim. 

Directors’ defences 

There are various statutory defences available to directors in defending an insolvent trading claim, as set out in section 
588H of the Act.  In summary, these are that the director: 

 had reasonable grounds to expect that the company was solvent at the time the debt was incurred; 

 had reasonable grounds to believe, and did believe, that a competent, reliable person was responsible for providing 
adequate information on the company’s solvency and that person fulfilled that responsibility.  On the basis of such 
information, the director believed that at the time the debt was incurred, and considering the other debts existing at 
the time, the company was solvent and remained solvent; 

 was ill (and therefore did not take part in the management of the company) at the time the debt was incurred; and 

 took reasonable steps to prevent the debts being incurred. 

As stated above, the Liquidators have been in limited correspondence with Mr Papas however, he has not provided any 
meaningful assistance to the Liquidators in respect of our investigations.  Mr Papas has also not provided a completed 
ROCAP that provides a meaningful background to the Company’s failures. 

Possible insolvent trading 

Solvency is a question of fact to be ascertained from a consideration of a company’s financial position as a whole.  
However, Australian Court have determined that the primary test of solvency is a cash flow test. 

Noting the presumption of insolvency from the failure to maintain adequate books and records, and the alleged fraud 
being a source of funds, Mr Papas has likely breached section 588F of the Act in respect of his duties to prevent insolvent 
trading by the Company.  

We are currently unable to comment on the likelihood of an insolvent trading claim that could be brought against Mr 
Papas, however note that the quantum of such claim would likely be substantial and the availability of assets to meet any 
successful claim highly uncertain. It is therefore unlikely to be viable to pursue such a claim given the extent of other 
claims made against Mr Papas.  
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 General Directors’ duties 

Sections 180 to 184 of the Act set out the duties, obligations and responsibilities imposed on directors, which are designed 
to promote good governance and ensure that directors act in the interests of a company.  These duties include: 

 duty of care and diligence; 

 duty of good faith;  

 duty not to make improper use of position; and 

 duty not to make improper use of information. 

Based on the Liquidators’ preliminary investigations, it appears that Mr Papas has likely breached his directors’ duties, 
obligations and responsibilities imposed on him pursuant to sections 180 to 184 of the Act on the following grounds: 

 Mr Papas engaged in dishonest and deceptive conduct in setting up and perpetrating the fraudulent scheme. 

 Mr Papas did not exercise his power and discharge his duties in relation to the Company in good faith or for a proper 
purpose. 

 Mr Papas improperly used or concealed information in respect of the Company’s position and the fraudulent activities. 

The list of possible contraventions above is not exhaustive as the Liquidators are still carrying out their investigations. 

 Recovery actions 

Under Part 5.7B of the Act, certain transactions that occurred prior to the Liquidation, including if property was disposed of 
or dealt with, are potentially recoverable by the Liquidators.  This may result in, amongst other things, a requirement for a 
third party to return property and/or money and thereby increase the assets available to the Liquidators and creditors.  
These transactions are known as voidable transactions.  

It is important to note that a number of voidable transactions can only be recovered if the company in question is proven 
to be insolvent at the time of the transaction. 

The main voidable transactions that require insolvency to be established are: 

 unfair preferences: transactions between the insolvent entity and a creditor resulting in the creditor receiving from 
the insolvent entity, in relation to an unsecured debt owed to the creditor, a greater amount than the creditor would 
have received in relation to the debt in a winding up of the company; and 

 uncommercial transactions: transactions which a reasonable person in the place of an insolvent entity would not have 
entered into, taking into account the benefits and the detriment to the insolvent entity, the respective benefits to the 
other parties involved and any other related matters. 

Other voidable transactions which may be claimed regardless of solvency are: 

 unfair loans: a loan agreement where the interest or charges are considered to be extortionate.  Unfair loans made to 
the entity at any time prior to the appointment of the liquidators may potentially be overturned by a liquidator, 
whether or not the entity was insolvent at the time the loan was entered into; 

 unreasonable director related transactions: transactions with a director or a related entity of the director which a 
reasonable person in the place of the entity would not have entered into, taking into account the benefits and the 
detriment to the entity, the respective benefits to the other parties involved and any other related matters;  

 creditor defeating dispositions: transfers of company assets for less than market value (or the best price reasonably 
obtainable) that prevents, hinders or significantly delay creditors’ access to the company’s assets; and 

 security interests created within six months of the appointment of the liquidators: these may be unenforceable 
under certain circumstances. 

Based on our review of the Company’s records, while the Company received funding from FGFS from time-to-time to meet 
its operational losses, it had also advanced significant funds to FGFS however the purpose of which were not clear. In light 
of this, there may be unreasonable director related transaction claims against FGFS in respect of the nett amount 
advanced, however there is no commercial benefit in pursuing a claim at this stage given that entity is also in liquidation 
and a dividend to unsecured creditors is unlikely. 
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The Liquidators investigation are not yet complete and we may determine other causes of action however, it is unclear 
whether any of these actions are commercial to pursue given the range of claims against Mr Papas and the other parties 
involved. 

 Reporting to ASIC 

Based on the investigations to date, it appears the Director has breached various offence provisions under the Act and 
possibly other legislations.   

The Liquidators intend to complete our statutory investigations and lodge a preliminary investigation report with ASIC 
pursuant to section 533 of the Act in the coming weeks. 

 Receipts and payment  

There have been no receipts or payments in the Liquidation to date.   

 Likelihood of a dividend 

A number of factors will impact the likelihood of a dividend being paid to creditors, including: 

 the amount of assets realisable and the costs of realising those assets; 

 the statutory priority of certain claims and costs;  

 the Funding Facility; and 

 the value of various classes of claims including secured, priority and unsecured creditor claims. 

The available assets identified to date are insufficient to meet any dividend payments creditors of the Company.   

If a dividend is going to be paid, you will be contacted prior to us processing any payment, and if you have not already 
done so, you will be asked to lodge a POD.  This formalises the record of your claim in the liquidation and is used to 
determine all claims against the Company and appropriate dividends (if any). 

 Cost of the liquidation 

We enclose a detailed report on our remuneration, called a Remuneration Approval Report (Enclosure 2).  The Former 
Voluntary Administrators’ remuneration report is also enclosed. 

A summary of the remuneration we propose to seek approval for is as follows: 

 

We intend to seek creditor approval for the above mentioned fees via a proposal without a meeting pursuant to section 
75-40 of the Insolvency Practice Schedule (Corporations), to save costs. 

Forum Enviro (Aust) - Remuneration approvals sought

Amount

Capacity Remuneration for Period $ (ex GST) Resolution

McGrathNicol:

Provisional Liquidators Work done 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021 21,740 1

Total - Provisional Liquidators (McN) 21,740

Liquidators Work done 12 November 2021 to 30 January 2022 7,235 2

Liquidators Future work 31 January 2022 to completion 19,675 3

Total - Liquidators (McN) 26,910

Mackay Goodwin:

Former Voluntary Administrators Work done 8 July 2021 to 15 July 2021 9,466 4

Total - Former Voluntary Administrators (MG) 9,466
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To vote on the proposals, we request that you return the voting form to our office by 4 March 2022.  You must also 
include a completed POD and information to substantiate your claim.  Further details on the where to return the voting 
forms are set out in section 9 of this report. 

A POD form is enclosed, together with guidance notes to assist you when you complete it.   

We also enclose an Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround (ARITA) information sheet on passing resolutions 
without a meeting. 

 What happens next? 

We will proceed with the liquidation, which will include: 

 realising the remaining assets; 

 completing our investigations into the Company’s affairs; 

 if identified, pursuing any viable claims for statutory recovery actions subject to the availability of funding; and 

 completing our reporting to the corporate insolvency regulator, ASIC. 

We may write to you again with further information on the progress of the liquidation.   

Due to the complex nature of the alleged fraud undertaken by Mr Papas, the ongoing investigations into the potential 
fraud by Mr Papas in the Appointment Group and potential recovery actions, including uncertainty regarding the duration 
of legal actions if commenced, we are currently unable to determine when the Liquidation will be completed but anticipate 
it will remain ongoing for at least 12 months. 

 What you should do next?  

You should: 

 consider the remuneration proposals set in section 7 of this report; and if you approve,  

 complete and return the voting forms called the Notices of Proposals (Enclosure 4) and your POD; by email to 
forum@mcgrathnicol.com or by post to GPO Box 9986, Sydney NSW 2001 no later than, 4 March 2022. 

 Where can you get more information? 

You can access information which may assist you on the following websites: 

ARITA at www.arita.com.au/creditors. 

ASIC at www.asic.gov.au (search for “insolvency information sheets”). 

If you have any queries, please contact my staff by email at forum@mcgrathnicol.com.  For further information about this 
engagement, please refer to the website https://www.mcgrathnicol.com/creditors/forum-group-and-associated-entities/ 
page. 

Dated: 11 February 2022  
 

 
 
Jason Ireland 
Liquidator 

 

  

mailto:forum@mcgrathnicol.com
mailto:forum@mcgrathnicol.com
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.mcgrathnicol.com%2Fcreditors%2Fforum-group-and-associated-entities%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cksan%40mcgrathnicol.com%7C1936e590cb7b490a1a1a08d9999401a1%7C8a25767198724405854e77e32616d56c%7C0%7C0%7C637709683319760926%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=%2BN77%2FEQtmJaTbXAU9TCafTMxSPOSaH0ez20oyHVazHU%3D&reserved=0
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Enclosures: 

 Appointment Group – External Appointments 

 Remuneration Approval Report  

 ARITA Information Sheet – Approving remuneration of an external administrator   

 Notice of Proposal to Creditors  

 ARITA Information Sheet – Proposals without meeting 

 Proof of Debt (Form 535) and guidance notes 

 ARITA Information Sheet – Offences, Recoverable Transactions & Insolvent Trading 

 



Forum Group External Administrator Appointments

No. Entity ACN Appointment Type Appointment Date Appointees

1 Forum Finance Pty Limited (Receivers Appointed) (In Liquidation) 153 301 172 Court Appointed Liquidation 9/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

2 Forum Group Pty Ltd (Receivers Appointed) (In Liquidation) 153 336 997 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

3 The Forum Group of Companies Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 151 964 626 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

4 Forum Group (QLD) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 103 609 678 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

5 Forum Group (VIC) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 153 062 018 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

6 Forum Fleet Pty Limited (In Liquidation) 155 440 994 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

7 Forum Direct Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 054 890 710 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

8 Iugis Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 632 882 243 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

9 Iugis Investments Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 647 627 745 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

10 Iugis Waste Solutions Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 647 212 299 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

11 Imagetec Financial Services Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 111 978 182 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

12 Imagetec Solutions Australia Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 074 715 718 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

13 Onesource Australia Holdings Pty Limited (In Liquidation) 120 463 541 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

14 Smartprint Fleet Management Pty Ltd (Receivers Appointed) (In Liquidation) 132 807 080 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

15 Orca Enviro Solutions Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 626 552 645 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

16 Orca Enviro Systems Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 627 597 782 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

17 Aramia Holdings Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 114 958 717 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

18 Eros Management Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 622 298 346 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

19 Intrashield Investment Group Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 645 578 829 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

20 Intrashield Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 133 426 534 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

21 Spartan Consulting Group Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 168 989 544 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

22 5 Bulkara Street Pty. Ltd. (Receivers and Managers Appointed) (In Liquidation) 630 982 160 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

23 6 Bulkara Street Pty Ltd (Receivers and Managers Appointed) (In Liquidation) 639 734 473 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

24 14 James Street Pty Ltd (Receivers and Managers Appointed) (In Liquidation) 638 449 206 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

25 26 Edmonstone Road Pty. Ltd. (Receivers and Managers Appointed) (In Liquidation) 622 944 129 Court Appointed Liquidation 28/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

26 Forum Group Financial Services Pty Ltd (Liquidators Appointed) 623 033 705 Court Appointed Liquidation 15/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

27 Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (Liquidators Appointed) 607 484 364 Court Appointed Liquidation 15/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

28 Forum Enviro Pty Ltd (Liquidators Appointed) 168 709 840 Court Appointed Liquidation 15/07/2021 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston

29 Palante Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 135 344 151 Court Appointed Liquidation 2/02/2022 Jason Ireland and Jason Preston



 

 Remuneration Approval Report 
Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 

ACN 607 484 364 

 

11 February 2022 
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This remuneration approval report provides you with information to assist you to make an informed decision regarding the 
approval of our proposed remuneration for undertaking the Provisional Liquidation and Liquidation of Forum Enviro (Aust) 
Pty Ltd (In Liquidation). 

The report has the following information:  

 

 Executive Summary ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2 
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 Remuneration sought .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 3 
 Disbursements sought ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 4 
 Likely impact on dividends ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 4 
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 Queries ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 4 

Schedule A – Details of work ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6 
Schedule B1 – Time spent by staff on each major task (Retrospective: Provisional Liquidation) ............................................................ 9 
Schedule B2 – Time spent by staff on each major task (Retrospective: Liquidation) ................................................................................. 10 
Schedule B3 – Time spent by staff on each major task (Future Work: Liquidation) ................................................................................... 11 
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Schedule D – Schedule of Hourly Rates ............................................................................................................................................................................ 14 
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 Executive Summary 

We are asking creditors to approve the following remuneration and disbursements in relation to Forum Enviro (Aust) 
Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) (the Company): 

 

Details of remuneration and disbursements can be found in sections 3 and 4 of this report. 

Creditors will be asked to approve our remuneration via a proposal without a meeting pursuant to section 75-40 of 
the Insolvency Practice Schedule (IPS) in order to reduce costs. 

The total costs of the Provisional Liquidation for the period 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021 is $21,740.  

We estimate that the total cost of the Liquidation from 12 November 2021 to completion will be $26,910. This has 
increased from my previous estimate as the level of work required to conduct the liquidation, complete our 
investigations and attend to our statutory duties is higher than the original estimate. 

This is our final remuneration approval request for the Company assuming there will not be a dividend to creditors. 

For the avoidance of doubt this report covers the period when we were appointed Provisional Liquidators of the 
Company on 15 July 2021 and our subsequent appointment as Liquidators on 12 November 2021 (the 
Appointment). Remuneration for the Former Voluntary Administrators of the Company, Domenico Alessandro 
Calabretta, Grahame Robert Ward and Thyge Trafford-Jones of Mackay Goodwin is detailed in the remuneration 
approval reports attached separately to the report to creditors dated 11 February 2022. 

Please note that any defined terms in this report have the same meaning as those contained in the main body of 
the report to creditors dated 11 February 2022.  

 Declaration 

We, Jason Preston and Jason Ireland of McGrathNicol have undertaken a proper assessment of this remuneration 
and disbursements claim in accordance with the law and applicable professional standards.  We are satisfied that 
the remuneration and disbursements claimed is in respect of work properly performed in the conduct of these 
matters. 

Noting that the Company is part of the Forum Group of entities (as set out in the Statutory Report dated 11 February 
2022) we have reviewed the work in progress (WIP) report for the Appointment to ensure that remuneration is only 
being claimed for necessary and proper work performed and have made the following adjustments as detailed 
below: 

 Written off a total of $2,970 from the recorded work in progress (WIP) (being 11.9% of the unreviewed time 
cost) for the Company including: 

− general administrative matters including training, remuneration preparation and other non-chargeable 
time;  

− time incurred by McGrathNicol employees who have undertaken less than 10 hours work across the 
liquidations to remove intermittent time and any perceived inefficiencies incurred; and 

− time incurred by McGrathNicol undergraduate employees to remove any perceived inefficiencies incurred 
by junior members of the team. 

 Reallocated time for tasks relating to the other entities within the broader Appointment Group on an 
appropriate pro rata basis for tasks relating to creditor reporting and PPSR related correspondence across all 
entities subject to our appointment. 

Remuneration Sought

Remuneration Amount $ (ex GST) Disbursements $ (ex GST)

Retrospective Provisional Liquidation 21,740  - 

Retrospective Liquidation 7,235  - 

Future Liquidation 19,675

Total 48,650  - 
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 Remuneration sought 

The remuneration we are asking creditors to approve is as follows: 

 

Details of the work already done and future work that we intend to do are included at Schedule A. 

Schedule B includes a breakdown of time spent by the appointees and staff members on each major task for work 
we have already done. 

We note that the future work resolution is based on our current estimate of work required.  In the event that the 
Liquidators’ actual remuneration in the period is below the amount approved, the Liquidators will only draw the 
actual amount incurred. 

We note that in calculating our future remuneration estimate we have assumed there will not be a dividend to 
creditors of the Company. If circumstances change and assets become available to realise, enabling a dividend to 
be paid, our future remuneration estimate would increase and we would make a further approval request of creditors 
setting out the reasons and applicable time costs for the increase. 

Actual resolutions to be put to the creditors are detailed below for your information.  These resolutions also appear 
in the proposal form provided to you as an attachment to the report to creditors dated 11 February 2022. 

Resolution 1: Retrospective remuneration during the provisional liquidation of Forum Enviro (Aust) for the 
period 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021: 

“That the remuneration of the provisional liquidators for the period 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021, calculated 
at hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 6 December 2021, is determined in the sum of 
$21,740, exclusive of GST.” 

Resolution 2: Retrospective remuneration during the liquidation of Forum Enviro (Aust) for the period 12 
November 2021 to 30 January 2022: 

“That the remuneration of the liquidators for the period 12 November 2021 to 30 January 2022, calculated at 
hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 6 December 2021, is determined in the sum of 
$7,235 exclusive of GST.” 

Resolution 3: Future remuneration during the liquidation of Forum Enviro (Aust) for the period 31 January 
2022 to completion: 

“That the future remuneration of the liquidators from 31 January 2022 to completion, is determined at a sum 
equal to the cost of time spent by the liquidators and their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as 
detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 6 December 2021, up to a capped amount of $19,675, exclusive 
of GST.” 

Remuneration Sought

Remuneration Period Amount $ (ex GST) Rates to apply When it will be drawn

Work we have already done - 
Provisional Liquidation

15 July to 11 
November 2021

21,740

Provided in my Initial 
Remuneration Notice to 
creditors on 6th 
December 2021

Immediately, when 
funds are available

Work we have already done - 
Liquidation

12 November 2021 
to 30 January 2022

7,235

Provided in my Initial 
Remuneration Notice to 
creditors on 6th 
December 2021

Immediately, when 
funds are available

Future work - Liquidation
31 January 2022 

onwards
19,675

Provided in my Initial 
Remuneration Notice to 
creditors on 6th 
December 2021

Monthly, when funds 
are available

Total 48,650
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 Disbursements sought 

Pursuant to section 7.7.1 of the ARITA Practice Statement 7, we are not required to seek creditor approval for 
costs paid to third parties, or where we are recovering a cost incurred on behalf of the administration, but we 
must provide details to creditors. The Liquidators will not be seeking to recover costs that have been paid by 
McGrathNicol to third parties and relate to the Appointment over the period 15 July 2021 to 30 January 2022 as 
detailed in Schedule C. 

 Likely impact on dividends 

It is both reasonable and appropriate for a professional service provider to be remunerated for their services.  An 
external administrator is entitled to be remunerated for necessary work that is properly performed.  That work 
generates the funds that may be recovered for the benefit of creditors and other stakeholders. 

The impact of the approval of the external administrator’s remuneration is that the remuneration will then be paid 
in accordance with the terms of the Funding Facility referred to in Section 6 below. The remuneration and/or 
repayment of the Funding Facility will be paid from those funds that are generated prior to the payment of most 
creditors in the Liquidation.   

It is noted that funds would only be available to any stakeholder as a consequence of the work necessarily 
undertaken by the Liquidators. 

If a dividend or distribution is to be paid to stakeholders, there is also necessary work that must be undertaken by 
the Liquidators to properly adjudicate on claims and distribute any available funds. As noted above our future 
remuneration estimate/approval request does not include any time for such work. 

 Funding received for remuneration and disbursements 

 Funding Agreement 

On 7 September 2021 the Liquidators entered into a Funding Facility with Westpac following receipt of the Court’s 
approval. Creditors should refer to section 2.5 of the Liquidators’ Report dated 11 February 2022 for details of the 
Funding Facility provided by WBC to the Liquidators of the Appointment Group (including the Company) of up to 
$4.5 million (excluding GST) for the purposes of the Liquidators' remuneration and expenses incurred in July, August 
and September 2021. 

On 18 November 2021, SMBC entered into an Accession Deed and became a party to the Funding Facility. 

Separately, on 18 November 2021, WBC and SMBC agreed with the Liquidators to amend the Funding, increasing 
the facility limit to an amount of up to $8.5 million (excluding GST) and extending the period of coverage of the 
Liquidators remuneration and expenses incurred to January 2022. The Liquidators are currently engaging with SMBC 
and WBC to extend the period of coverage to the end of 2022. 

An amount of $6.3 million has been drawn down to date.  

 Summary of receipts and payments 

There have been no receipts or payments in the Appointment to date. 

 Queries 

If you have any queries regarding the information in this report, please contact Richard Fernando Bahamondez on 
(02) 9338 2676. 

You can also access information that may assist you on the following websites: 

 ARITA at www.arita.com.au/creditors 

 ASIC at www.asic.gov.au (search for “INFO 85”). 

Further supporting documentation for our remuneration claim can be provided to creditors on request. 
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Dated: 11 February 2022 
 

 

 
Jason Ireland  
Liquidator 

 

Attachments: 

Schedule A – Details of work 

Schedule B – Time spent by staff on each major task 

Schedule C – Disbursements 

Schedule D – Schedule of hourly rates 
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Schedule A – Details of work 
 

 
Resolution 1: Retrospective remuneration for the provisional 
liquidation  

Period 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021 
Amount (ex GST) $21,740 

Task Area General Description Tasks 

Assets 
2.6 hours 
$1,717 

Non-circulating (P&E, Land, 
Leases) 
 

 Review asset listings and balance sheets to determine assets 
available to be realised 

 Develop and maintain master asset schedule 
 Prepare estimated outcome analysis 

Creditors 
16.5 hours 
$9,984 

Creditor Reports  Maintain and review creditor position/lists  
 Consider requirements of Statutory Report by Liquidators 

Secured creditor reporting   Notify PPSR registered creditors of appointment 
 Attending to inbound queries and calls from financial institutions 

Creditor Enquiries, Requests 
& Directions 

 Prepare initial correspondence to creditors and their representatives 
 Establish and monitor functional mailbox 
 Receive and respond to creditor enquiries 

Employees 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Trade on 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Investigation 
3.8 hours 
$2,499 

Conduct investigations 
 

 Identify, secure, process and retrieve data for use across all 
workstreams 

 Extraction and review of company’s books and records 
 Review specific transactions 
 Compiling information to meet information requests 

Dividend 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Administration 
13.6 hours 
$7,540 

Correspondence  Attend to statutory obligations in connection with appointment 
including notifying various stakeholders of appointment 

Document maintenance/file 
review/checklist 

 Maintain project task lists  
 Update checklists  
 Review checklists to determine outstanding tasks and timelines 

ASIC forms  Prepare and lodge ASIC forms 
ATO and other statutory 
reporting 

 Notify of appointment 
 Correspond with the ATO in relation to the appointment 

Planning/Review  Discuss status of external administration 
Bank account administration  Prepare correspondence to open accounts 

 Request bank statements 
 Perform bank account reconciliations 

Books and records/storage  Obtain access to the books and records 
Dealing with Directors  Send initial request to directors and officer for Report on Company 

Activities & Property (ROCAP) 
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Resolution 2: Retrospective remuneration for the liquidation 

Period 12 November 2021 to 30 January 2022 
Amount (ex GST) $7,235 

Task Area General Description Tasks 

Assets 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Creditors 
7.1 hours 
$4,295 
 

Creditor Enquiries, Requests 
& Directions 

 Receive and respond to creditor enquiries 
 Manage and monitor functional mailbox, attending to inbound 

creditor queries 
Creditor reports   Prepare initial creditor circular and notice 

 Draft Statutory Report by Liquidator  

Employees 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Trade on 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Investigation 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Dividend 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Administration 
8.0 hours 
$2,940 

Correspondence  Attending to statutory obligations in connection with appointment 
including notifying various stakeholders of appointment 

Document maintenance/file 
review/checklist 

 Maintaining project task lists  

Bank account administration  Prepare correspondence to amend accounts 
 Perform bank account reconciliations 

ASIC forms  Prepare and lodge ASIC forms 
 Correspond with ASIC regarding statutory forms 

ATO and other statutory 
reporting 

 Notify of appointment 
 Monitoring ATO portal in relation to correspondence 
 BAS preparation 

Books and records/storage  Obtain access to the Company books and records 
 Maintaining backups of key information  
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Resolution 3: Future remuneration for the liquidation  

Period 31 January 2022 to completion 
Amount (ex GST) $19,675 

Task Area General Description Tasks 

Assets 
3.5 hours 
$2,045 

Circulating and Non-
circulating assets 

 Undertake investigations to determine if any assets are available 
and can be realised 

Creditors 
16.5 hours 
$10,010 

Creditor Enquiries, Requests 
& Directions 

 Receive and respond to creditor enquiries (if required) 
 Manage and monitor functional mailbox, attending to inbound 

creditor queries (if required) 
Creditor reports   Finalise Statutory Report by Liquidator 
Proposals to Creditors  Prepare proposal notices and voting forms 

 Consider responses 

Employees 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Trade on 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Investigation 
4.0 hours 
$2,385 

Conduct investigations  Undertake further investigations  
ASIC reporting   Prepare report to ASIC under s533  

 Liaise with ASIC 

Dividend 
Nil 

n/a n/a 

Administration 
9.5 hours 
$5,235 

Correspondence  Attend to statutory obligations in connection with appointment 
including notifying various stakeholders of appointment and 
cessation 

Document maintenance/file 
review/checklist 

 Maintain project task lists  
 Maintain physical and electronic engagement files 
 Review checklists to determine outstanding tasks and timelines 

Bank account administration  Prepare correspondence in relation to accounts 
 Close accounts 

ASIC  Prepare and lodge ASIC forms 
 Correspond with ASIC regarding statutory forms 

ATO and other statutory 
reporting 

 Monitor ATO portal in relation to correspondence 
 Prepare BAS 

Planning/Review  Discuss status of external administration 
Finalisation   Notify ATO of ceasing to act 

 Complete checklists 
 Cancel ABN/GST/PAYG registration 
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Schedule B1 – Time spent by staff on each major task (Retrospective: Provisional Liquidation) 

Resolution 1: from 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021 

  

Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (Provisional Liquidators Appointed) -  Remuneration for the period 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021

Staff Position Rate Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD)

Jason Ireland Appointee 770 12.3 9,435 0.5 385.0 5.7 4,353.3  -  -  -  - 1.5 1,155.0  -  - 4.6 3,542.0

Jason Preston Appointee 770 0.0 25  -  - 0.0 24.8  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Partner 770 0.2 179  -  - 0.2 178.8  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Director 660 5.3 3,474 1.9 1,228.1 1.5 992.4  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 1.9 1,254.0

Senior Manager 620 0.6 388  -  - 0.1 77.5  -  -  -  - 0.5 310.0  -  -  -  - 

Manager 580 4.7 2,741 0.1 41.4 2.8 1,607.4  -  -  -  - 1.8 1,033.6  -  - 0.1 58.0

Assistant Manager 530 0.9 496 0.1 62.5 0.8 433.5  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Senior Accountant 480 3.6 1,738  -  - 2.4 1,162.3  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 1.2 576.0

Accountant 390 8.0 3,065  -  - 3.0 1,154.7  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 5.0 1,910.0

Senior Client Admin 370 0.2 74  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.2 74.0

Client Admin 370 0.6 126  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.6 126.0

Total (ex GST and disbursements) 36.5 21,740 2.6 1,717 16.5 9,984  -  -  -  - 3.8 2,499  -  - 13.6 7,540

Notes

Dividend Administration

1 On the basis that work undertaken was not solely applicable to a particular corporate entity and had application to each of, or a subset of the other Forum Group companies and the other entities associated with Mr Papas 
outside the Forum Group subject to our appointment as Liquidators, WIP was apportioned on an appropriate pro rata basis as set out below section 2 of the Remuneration Approval Report

2 Number of hours multipled by hourly rates will not exactly equal the recorded amount claimed for remuneration due to the pro rata application.

Total Assets Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations
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Schedule B2 – Time spent by staff on each major task (Retrospective: Liquidation) 

Resolution 2: from 12 November 2021 to 30 January 2022 

 

 

Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (Liquidators Appointed) -  Remuneration for the period 12 November 2021 to 30 January 2022

Staff Position Rate Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD)

Jason Ireland Appointee 770 0.4 308  -  - 0.3 231.0  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.1 77.0

Jason Preston Appointee 770  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Partner 770 0.7 539  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.7 539.0

Director 660 2.0 1,320  -  - 1.5 990.0  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.5 330.0

Senior Manager 620 0.6 372  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.6 372.0

Manager 580 5.4 3,132  -  - 5.3 3,074.0  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.1 58.0

Assistant Manager 530  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Senior Accountant 480  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Accountant 390 0.4 148  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.4 148.0

Senior Client Admin 370 1.5 555  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 1.5 555.0

Client Admin 370 4.1 861  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 4.1 861.0

Total (ex GST and disbursements) 15.1 7,235  -  - 7.1 4,295  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 8.0 2,940

Notes

Dividend Administration

1 On the basis that work undertaken was not solely applicable to a particular corporate entity and had application to each of, or a subset of the other Forum Group companies and the other entities associated with Mr Papas 
outside the Forum Group subject to our appointment as Liquidators, WIP was apportioned on an appropriate pro rata basis as set out below section 2 of the Remuneration Approval Report

2 Number of hours multipled by hourly rates will not exactly equal the recorded amount claimed for remuneration due to the pro rata application.

Total Assets Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations
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Schedule B3 – Time spent by staff on each major task (Future Work: Liquidation) 

Resolution 3: from 31 January 2022 to completion  

 
  

Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (Liquidators Appointed) - Future remuneration from the period 31 January 2022

Staff Position Rate Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD) Hours $ (AUD)

Jason Ireland Appointee 770 6.5 5,005 1.0 770 2.0 1,540  -  -  -  - 1.5 1,155  -  - 2.0 1,540

Jason Preston Appointee 770 1.0 770  -  - 0.5 385  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.5 385

Partner 770 1.5 1,155  -  - 1.5 1,155  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Director 660  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Senior Manager 620 10.0 6,200 1.0 620 6.5 4,030  -  -  -  - 0.5 310  -  - 2.0 1,240

Manager 580  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Assistant Manager 530 6.5 3,445 0.5 265 4.0 2,120  -  -  -  - 1.0 530  -  - 1.0 530

Senior Accountant 480  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 

Accountant 390 7.0 2,730 1.0 390 2.0 780  -  -  -  - 1.0 390  -  - 3.0 1,170

Senior Client Admin 370 1.0 370  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  - 1.0 370

Total (ex GST and disbursements) 33.5 19,675 3.5 2,045 16.5 10,010  -  -  -  - 4.0 2,385  -  - 9.5 5,235

Notes

Dividend Administration

1 On the basis that work undertaken was not solely applicable to a particular corporate entity and had application to each of, or a subset of the other Forum Group companies and the other entities associated with Mr Papas 
outside the Forum Group subject to our appointment as Liquidators, WIP was apportioned on an appropriate pro rata basis as set out below section 2 of the Remuneration Approval Report

2 Number of hours multipled by hourly rates will not exactly equal the recorded amount claimed for remuneration due to the pro rata application.

Total Assets Creditors Employees Trade on Investigations
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Schedule C – Disbursements 

Costs paid to third parties 

Costs paid to third parties are recovered at cost.  Creditors are not required to approve these types of costs, but details are provided to account to creditors, including the 
basis of charging for these types of costs.  Creditors are entitled to question the incurring of the costs and can challenge the costs in Court. 

The Liquidators will not be seeking to recover costs that have been paid by McGrathNicol to third parties and relate to the Appointment over the period 15 July 2021 to 
30 January 2022. 

Future costs provided by McGrathNicol will be charged to the external administration on the following basis: 
 

Cost type 
Rate 
(GST exclusive) 

Postage At cost 

Stationery and other incidental disbursements At cost 

Conference call phone charges At cost 

Searches At cost 

Advertising At cost 

Courier At cost 

Staff per diem travel allowance* $89.00 per day** 

Staff vehicle use $0.72 per km** 

ASIC user pays levy*** At cost 

* Payable when partners or staff are required for business purposes to stay away from their usual place of residence overnight. 

** These rates are deemed reasonable by the Australian Taxation Office. 

*** This levy is charged by ASIC and is based on the number of notifiable events in a financial year directly related to this Appointment. Notifiable events include notices 
published on ASIC’s published notices website and some documents lodged with ASIC. 
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Further explanation of data hosting costs 

In the conduct of the Appointment we may use McGrathNicol’s Forensic Technology team to extract, aggregate, electronically process and/or host electronic data, which 
could be used for the: 

 trade or sale of the business or assets; and/or 

 investigations regarding transactions or potential recoveries available to creditors. 

If data hosting is required and we choose not to use the services of McGrathNicol’s Forensic Technology team, we will otherwise have to purchase those services from an 
alternative provider and/or use another method to achieve the same end, which will not be as efficient as using these available internal services. 

We note that the data hosting rates above are no more than our standard commercial pricing available for the same services when they are provided to external parties. 
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Schedule D – Schedule of Hourly Rates 

The rates for our remuneration calculation are set out in the following table, together with a general guide showing 
the qualifications and experience of staff engaged in the Appointment and the role they take in the Appointment.  
The hourly rates charged encompass the total cost of providing professional services and should not be compared 
to an hourly wage. 

 

Title Description 
Hourly rate 
(excl GST) 

Appointee/Partner Registered liquidator, Chartered Accountant or equivalent and 
generally degree qualified with more than twelve years of 
experience.  Leads assignments with full accountability for 
strategy and execution.   

$770 

Director 1 Generally Chartered Accountant or comparable qualification 
and degree qualified with more than ten years of experience, 
including four years of Director or equivalent experience.  
Autonomously leads complex insolvency appointments 
reporting to Appointee/Partner. 

$710 

Director Generally Chartered Accountant or comparable relevant 
qualification and degree qualified with more than nine years 
of experience.  Autonomously leads insolvency appointments 
reporting to Appointee/Partner. 

$660 

Senior Manager  Generally Chartered Accountant or comparable relevant 
qualification and degree qualified with more than seven years 
of experience.  Self-sufficiently conducts small to medium 
insolvency appointments and leads major workstreams in 
larger matters. 

$620 

Manager Generally Chartered Accountant or comparable relevant 
qualification and degree qualified with more than five years of 
experience.  Self-sufficiently conducts small insolvency 
appointments and takes a supervisory role on workstreams in 
larger matters. 

$580 

Assistant Manager Generally Chartered Accountant or comparable relevant 
qualification and degree qualified with more than three years 
of experience.  Autonomously manages workstream activity 
within appointments.   

$530 

Senior Accountant Generally degree qualified and undertaking Chartered 
Accountant’s qualification or comparable relevant qualification 
with more than 16 months of experience.  Completes tasks 
within workstreams and appointments under supervision. 

$480 

Accountant Generally degree qualified and undertaking or about to 
undertake Chartered Accountant’s qualification or comparable 
relevant qualification with less than one year of experience.  
Assists with tasks within workstreams and appointments under 
supervision. 

$390 

Undergraduate/Cadet Undertaking relevant degree.  Assists with tasks within 
workstreams and appointments under supervision. 

$230 
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Title Description 
Hourly rate 
(excl GST) 

Practice Services 
Director 

National Practice Service leaders, generally degree qualified 
with more than ten years of experience and reporting directly 
to partners.  Technical experts in their specific areas and have 
team management responsibilities. 

$710 

Senior Treasury staff Appropriately experienced and undertakes senior Treasury 
activities such as oversight of the processing of payment of 
receipts and banking administration.  May be responsible for 
day to day management of projects or operations and may 
have supervisory responsibility for junior staff. 

$470 

Senior Client 
Administration and 
Treasury 

Appropriately experienced and undertakes senior level 
administrative support activities or Treasury activities.  May be 
responsible for day to day management of projects or 
operations and may have supervisory responsibility for junior 
staff. 

$370 

Administration Appropriately experienced and undertakes support activities 
such as meeting coordination and preparation of materials 
where it is efficient and appropriate to do so. 

$210 

McGrathNicol reviews its hourly rates on either 31 December or 30 June.  Creditors will be advised of any 
change to the hourly rates for this external administration. 



Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations) 2016 
Rules 70-35 and 75-130 

REMUNERATION APPROVAL REQUEST REPORT 

FORUM ENVIRO (AUST) PTY LTD (IN LIQUIDATION) 
ACN: 607 484 364 

(“the Company”) 

This remuneration report provides you with the information you need to be able to make an informed 
decision regarding the approval of our remuneration for undertaking the Administration of the Company. 

This report has the following information included: 

Part 1: Declaration ................................................................................................................................................................................ 2 
Part 2: Executive Summary .............................................................................................................................................................. 2 
Part 3. Remuneration .......................................................................................................................................................................... 2 

3.1 Remuneration claim resolutions ............................................................................................................................. 2 

3.2 Details of remuneration ............................................................................................................................................. 3 

3.3 Likely impact on dividends ..................................................................................................................................... 13 

3.4 Remuneration recovered from external sources .......................................................................................... 13 

Part 4: Disbursements ...................................................................................................................................................................... 13 
4.1 Internal disbursement claim ................................................................................................................................... 13 

4.2 Future basis of internal disbursements ............................................................................................................ 13 

Part 5: Report on Progress of the Administration ................................................................................................................. 14 
Part 6: Summary of Receipts and Payments ........................................................................................................................... 14 
Part 7: Queries ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 14 
Part 8: Approval of remuneration and internal disbursements ....................................................................................... 14 

To minimise the costs in the Liquidation, we have elected to seek the approval of creditors for our 

remuneration without a meeting. Information about the proposals without a meeting process is included at 

part 8 of this report. 

You can cast your vote by using the included voting forms. These forms need to be returned to 

McGrathNicol by post, scanned and emailed or faxed. I need to receive your forms by Friday, 4 March 2022 

for your vote to be counted. If you chose to use post, please allow enough time for your letter to be delivered. 

If you have any questions or need any assistance with understanding the material, we have sent to you, 

please contact our office.
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Part 1: Declaration 

We, Domenic Calabretta, Thyge Trafford-Jones and Grahame Ward, of Mackay Goodwin, have undertaken 
a proper assessment of this remuneration claim for our appointment as Administrators of the Company in 
accordance with the law and applicable professional standards. We are satisfied that the remuneration 
claimed is in respect of necessary work, properly performed, or to be properly performed, in the conduct of 
the Administration. 

Part 2: Executive Summary 

On 8 July 2021, we, Domenic Calabretta, Thyge Trafford-Jones, and Grahame Ward, of Mackay Goodwin 
were appointed joint and several Administrators of the Company. 

On 15 July 2021, pursuant to an order of the Federal Court of New South Wales, the Company was wound up 
and Jason Ireland and Jason Preston of McGrathNicol were appointed provisional liquidators. This report 
has been prepared as a part of McGrathNicol’s Report to Creditors. 

Creditors are advised that Domenic Calabretta, Thyge Trafford-Jones and Grahame Ward of Mackay 
Goodwin are herein commonly referred to as ‘the Administrators’ throughout this remuneration report 
which is in respect to our time costs incurred during the Administration period.  

Creditors should note that any queries in respect to the proposal are to be directed to McGrathNicol. Any 

queries in respect to this remuneration report prepared by us is to be directed to Lily Safa of Mackay 

Goodwin at lsafa@mackaygoodwin.com.au.  

Remuneration currently claimed is summarised below: 

Period 
Report 
Reference 

Amount ($) 
(excluding GST) 

Voluntary Administration 

Resolution 1 - 8 July 2021 to 15 July 2021 3.1.1 $9,465.80 

Total - Voluntary Administration $9,465.80 

Please refer to report section references detailed in the above table for full details of the calculation and 
composition of the remuneration approval sought. 

Part 3. Remuneration 

3.1 Remuneration claim resolution 

3.1.1 Resolution 1 – 8 July 2021 to 15 July 2021 

That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff from 8 July 2021 to 15 July 2021 be 
approved up to a maximum amount of $9,465.80 plus GST, calculated in accordance with the Mackay 
Goodwin hourly rates as attached and that the Administrators be authorised to draw the remuneration as 
required.” 
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3.2 Details of remuneration 

The basis of calculating the remuneration claims, the details of the major tasks performed, and the costs 
associated with each of those major tasks are contained below. 

3.2.1 Resolution 1 – 8 July 2021 to 15 July 2021 

The below table sets out time charged to each major task area by staff members working on the 
Administration for the periods 8 July 2021 to 15 July 2021 which is the basis of the Resolution 1 claim. More 
detailed descriptions of the tasks performed within each task area, matching the amounts below, are 
detailed below.  

Task Area General Description Includes 

Assets: 

Hours: 2.40 
Cost: $788.50 

Cash at Bank 

Liaising with financial institutions regarding 
freezing of pre-appointment bank accounts and 
obtaining bank statements. 
Liaising with banking institutions in relation to 
any balance of funds held in the Company’s pre-
appointment bank accounts 

Plant and Equipment 
Liaising with the Company’s officers in relation 
to the Company’s plant and equipment 

Motor Vehicle 
Liaising with the Roads and Maritime Services 
(“RMS”) and VicRoads with respect to current 
and historical motor vehicle searches.   

Assets subject to specific 
charges 

All tasks associated with identifying assets 
which are subject to specific charges.  
Review of PPSR searches conducted. 

Other Assets 
All tasks associated with identifying other 
assets. 

Creditors 

Hours: 2.56 
Cost: 802.40 

Creditor Enquiries 

Receiving and following up creditor enquiries 
via telephone and email. 
Reviewing and prepare correspondence to 
creditors and their representatives via 
facsimile, email and post. 

Creditor reports 
Preparing initial report to creditors, including 
annexures. 

Secured Creditors 
Liaising with secured creditors regarding status 
of appointment and ongoing correspondence. 

Trade On 

Hours: 0.10 
Cost: $62.00 

Trade on Management 

Liaising with Management and Staff. 
Attendance on site. 
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Investigation 

Hours: 11.50 
Cost: $5,804.50 

Conducting investigations 

Collection of company books and records. 
Reviewing the Company’s books and records. 
Review and preparation of Company nature and 
history.  
Conducting and summarising statutory 
searches.  
Preparation of investigation file.   

Administration 

Hours: 4.56 
Cost: $2,008.40 

General matters Client setup 

Document maintenance/file 
review/checklist 

Filing of documents 
File reviews 
Updating checklists 

Insurance 

Identification of potential issues requiring 
attention of insurance specialists. 
Correspondence with Insurer regarding initial 
and ongoing insurance requirements.  

ASIC forms 
Preparing and lodging ASIC forms including 
forms 505 and 531. 
Preparing and lodging ASIC advertisements.  

ATO & other statutory 
reporting 

Notification of appointment. 
Correspondence with ATO to collect RFD 
information. 

Planning / Review 
Internal communication concerning 
administration. 
Discussions regarding status of administration. 

Bank account administration 
Preparing correspondence opening accounts. 
Liaising with banking institutions  
Requesting bank statements. 
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Part 3.1 A - Resolution 1 - Calculation of Remuneration 

Employee Position $/hour Total Total

(ex GST) actual ($)

hours hrs $ hrs $ hrs $ hrs $ hrs $

Abby Xu Analyst 1 290 0.40 116.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 29.00 0.30 87.00

Felix Bidwell Analyst 2/Graduate 270 1.20 324.00 1.20 324.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

George Huxtable Analyst 2/Graduate 270 0.10 27.00 0.10 27.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Ian Moffat Analyst 2/Graduate 270 0.40 108.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 54.00 0.20 54.00

Nelson Wells Analyst 2/Graduate 270 0.40 108.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 108.00 0.00 0.00

Domenic Calabretta Appointee/Director/As 750 0.10 75.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 75.00

Thyge Trafford-Jones Appointee/Director/As 750 0.40 300.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 300.00 0.00 0.00

Grahame Ward Appointee/Director/As 750 0.60 450.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 150.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 300.00

Edwin Narayan Director/Consultant 675 3.20 2160.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.60 1755.00 0.60 405.00

Faress Azzam Manager 525 1.90 997.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.50 787.50 0.40 210.00

Andrew Quinn Manager 525 0.20 105.00 0.20 105.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Maria Boniao Secretary 190 0.80 152.00 0.00 0.00 0.80 152.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sasiwimol Sumliphan Secretary 190 0.15 28.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 28.50

Wanida Sriraksa Secretary 190 0.97 184.30 0.00 0.00 0.11 20.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.86 163.40

Wasumon Jaterujikan Secretary 190 1.00 190.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 142.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 47.50

Jordan Brittain Senior Analyst 1 375 0.70 262.50 0.70 262.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Harrison Greaves Senior Analyst 2 350 0.50 175.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 175.00 0.00 0.00

Christopher Knight Senior Analyst 2 350 0.20 70.00 0.20 70.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Thanatorn Phadermc Senior Analyst 2 350 2.30 805.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 35.00 0.00 0.00 2.20 770.00 0.00 0.00

Nelson Huang Senior Manager 620 1.00 620.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 62.00 0.10 62.00 0.70 434.00 0.10 62.00

Jack Michie Supervisor 480 0.50 240.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 240.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Rachel Brown Supervisor 480 4.10 1968.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.90 1392.00 1.20 576.00

21.12

9,465.80 2.40 788.50 2.56 802.40 0.10 62.00 11.50 5,804.50 4.56 2,008.40

9,465.80

946.58

10,412.38

TOTAL REMUNERATION

GST

TOTAL (Including GST)

Assets Creditors

Less: Remuneration approved

Unnaproved Remuneration

Administration

For all Remuneration for the period 08 July 2021 to 15 July 2021
FORUM ENVIRO (AUST) PTY LTD (Administrators Appointed)  -  Calculation of Remuneration

Task Area

TOTAL HOURS

Trade On Investigations
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3.3 Likely impact on dividends 

We note the following with respect to the dividend: 

 Pursuant to Section 556 of the Corporations Act 2001 (“the Act”), the Administrators/Deed
Administrators/Liquidators have priority over all claims of creditors with respect to their
remuneration incurred.

 The work the Administrators are entitled to be remunerated for in accordance with the Act is
necessary to ensure the greatest possible return to creditors.

 Creditors should refer to details of a likelihood of dividend as detailed in the report to creditors
issued by McGrathNicol.

3.4 Remuneration recovered from external sources  

We have not been provided with any upfront payments or indemnity for the conduct of this Voluntary 
Administration. 

Part 4: Disbursements 

Disbursements are divided into three (3) types: 

A Externally provided professional services - these are recovered at cost. An example of an externally 
provided professional service disbursement is legal fees. 

B1 Externally provided non-professional costs - these are recovered at cost. Examples of externally 
provided non-professional costs are travel, accommodation, and search fees. 

B2 Internal disbursements such as photocopying, printing and postage. These disbursements, if 
charged to the Administration, would generally be charged at cost; though some expenses such as 
telephone calls, photocopying and printing may be charged at a rate which recoups both variable 
and fixed costs. The recovery of these costs must be on a reasonable commercial basis. Details of 
the basis of recovery of each of these costs is discussed below. 

We are required to seek creditor approval for disbursement types (A) and (B1), but must provide a full 
summary of account of disbursements to creditors. We must be satisfied that these disbursements are 
appropriate, justified and reasonable.  

We are required to seek creditor approval prior to the payment of internal disbursements (B2) where there 
may be a profit or advantage. Creditors will be asked to approve our internal disbursements where there is 
a profit or advantage prior to these disbursements being paid in the Administration. 

The Administrators will not be seeking any approval for B2 internal disbursement. 
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Part 5: Report on Progress of the Administration 

This remuneration report should be read in conjunction with the McGrathNicol’s Report to Creditors which 
outlines the progress of the external administration. 

Part 6: Summary of Receipts and Payments 

A Summary of the Administrators’ receipts and payments made up to 15 July 2021 is attached. 

Part 7: Queries 

If you have any queries in relation to the information in this report, please contact Lily Safa of Mackay 

Goodwin via email at lsafa@mackaygoodwin.com.au.  

You can also access information which may assist you on the following websites: 

 ARITA at www.arita.com.au/creditors; and
 ASIC at www.asic.gov.au (search for “insolvency information sheets”).

Part 8: Approval of remuneration and internal disbursements 

As previously mentioned throughout this report, the resolution will be put forward via postal vote. Our 
remuneration is calculated in accordance with the Mackay Goodwin hourly rates attached. 

Dated this 9th day of February 2022 

FORMER JOINT AND SEVERAL ADMINISTRATOR 
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Title Description 
Hourly Rate 

(excl GST) 

Appointee 
Registered liquidator. Brings his or her specialist skills to the 

administration or insolvency task. 
$750 

Director / Consultant 
Typically CA/CPA or ARITA qualified with significant 

restructuring experience. 
$675 

Senior Manager 

Typically more than 7 years' insolvency experience, more 

than 3 years as a manager, qualified accountant. Answerable 

to the appointee but otherwise responsible for all aspects of 

administration.  

$620 

Manager 
Typically 6-7 years, qualified accountant, with well-

developed technical and commercial skills.  
$525 

Supervisor 
Typically 4-6 years, CA/CPA or ARITA complete. Assists 

planning and control of medium to larger jobs. 
$480 

Senior Analyst 1 

Typically completed or near completion of CA, CPA or ARITA 

qualifications with 3-5 years insolvency experience. Assists 

in planning and control of smaller matters as well as 

performing more difficult tasks on larger matters. 

$375 

Senior Analyst 2 

Typically CA/CPA would normally be commenced during 

this period, with 1-2 years insolvency experience. Required 

to control the fieldwork on small jobs and is responsible for 

assisting complete fieldwork on medium to large jobs.   

$350 

Analyst 1 

Typically, would have qualifications with insolvency 

experience. Works under supervision of more senior staff in 

performing day-to-day field work. 0-2 years insolvency 

experience. 

$290 

Analyst 2 

Trainee undertaking a business related degree or newly 

qualified graduate. Required to assist in day-to-day 

fieldwork under supervision of more senior staff. 0-1 years 

insolvency experience.  

$270 

Clerical Assistant Administration staff supporting professional staff $290 

Junior Analyst 

Junior staff member who has completed or near completion 

of a university degree. Works under supervision of more 

senior staff in performing Day-to-day field work 

$240 

Secretary Appropriate secretarial skills $190 
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Summary of Receipts and Payments: 
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9 February 2022 

NOTICE OF PROPOSAL TO CREDITORS 

FORUM ENVIRO (AUST) PTY LTD (IN LIQUIDATION) 
ACN: 607 484 364 

(“the Company”) 

Proposal for creditor approval 

That the remuneration of the Administrators, their partners and staff from 8 July 2021 to 15 July 
2021 be approved up to a maximum amount of $9,465.80 plus GST, calculated in accordance with 
the Mackay Goodwin hourly rates as attached and that the Administrators be authorised to draw 
the remuneration as required.” 

Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed 

This proposal is a request to creditors for the approval of my remuneration. If my remuneration is 
approved, I will draw amounts from current funds held and/or from future funds should they become 
available. This will reduce the dividend payable (if any) to creditors of the Company. Failure to approve 
my remuneration via a remuneration proposal will require me to call a meeting of creditors which will 
result in additional costs being incurred by my office which we may seek approval for. 

Vote on proposal 

Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved 
without a meeting of creditors. Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below: 

Yes � I approve the proposal 
No � I do not approve the proposal 
Object � I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors 

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Administrators 
for your vote to count. Please select the option that applies: 

� I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents 

� I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal 
form 
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Creditor details 

Name of creditor: ACN / ABN (if applicable): 

� I am not a related creditor of the Company.  
� I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:                  . 

Address: 

Name of creditor / authorised person: 

Signature: Date: 

Please complete and return this document with any supporting documents by email to 
forum@mcgrathnicol.com, or by post to GPO Box 9986, Sydney NSW 2001 no later than, 4 March 2022 
for your vote to be counted. 
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Information sheet: Approving remuneration of an 

external administrator 

If you are a creditor in a liquidation, voluntary administration or deed of company arrangement 
you may be asked to approve the external administrator’s remuneration. An external 
administrator can be a liquidator, voluntary administrator or deed administrator. The process for 
approving the remuneration for each of these is the same. 

This information sheet gives general information to help you understand the process of 
approving an external administrator’s remuneration and your rights in this process. The following 
topics are covered in this information sheet: 

• About external administrations

• External administrator’s remuneration and costs

• Calculating remuneration

• Information you will receive

• Approving remuneration

• Who may approve remuneration

• Deciding if remuneration is reasonable

• What can you do if you decide the remuneration is unreasonable?

• Reimbursement of out of pocket costs

• Queries and complaints

• More information.

  

If a company goes into liquidation, voluntary administration or enters into a deed of company 
arrangement, an independent person is appointed to oversee the administration. They are called 
an external administrator and include a liquidator, voluntary administrator and deed 
administrator, depending on the type of administration involved. In this information sheet they are 
simply referred to as an external administrator. 

The duties of an external administrator are specified in legislation and they must adhere to 
certain standards while conducting the administration. 

All external administrators are required by law to undertake certain tasks which may not benefit 
creditors directly (e.g. investigating whether any offences have been committed and reporting to 
the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC)). 

  

External administrators are entitled to be paid for the necessary work they properly perform in 
the administration. 

An external administrator is entitled: 

• to be paid reasonable remuneration, for the work they perform, once this remuneration
has been approved,

• to be paid for internal disbursements they incur in performing their role (these costs do
need approval), and

• to be reimbursed for out-of-pocket costs incurred in performing their role (these costs do
not need approval).

About external administrations 

External administrator’s remuneration and costs 
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Common internal disbursements are stationery, photocopying and telephone costs. 

Commonly reimbursed out-of-pocket costs include: 

• legal fees

• a valuer’s, real administration agent’s and auctioneer’s fees

• postage costs

• retrieval costs for recovering the company’s computer records, and

• storage costs for the company’s books and records.

Creditors have a direct interest in the amount of an external administrator’s remuneration and 
costs, as these will generally be paid from the administration before any payments are made to 
creditors. 

Remuneration and internal disbursements must be approved in accordance with the 
Corporations Act and Insolvency Practice Rules (Corporations) before it can be paid. 

If there is a shortfall between the external administrator’s remuneration and the assets available 
from the administration, in certain circumstances the external administrator may arrange for a 
third party to pay the shortfall. As a creditor, you will be provided details of any such 
arrangement. 

If there are not enough assets to pay the external administrator’s remuneration and costs, and 
there is no third party payment arrangement, the external administrator remains unpaid. 

  

An external administrator may calculate their remuneration using one (or a combination) of a 
number of methods, such as: 

• on the basis of time spent working on the administration, according to hourly rates

• a quoted fixed fee, based on an estimate of the costs

• a percentage (usually of asset realisations), or

• a contingent basis on a particular outcome being achieved.

Charging on the basis of time spent is the most common method used. External administrators 
have a set of hourly rates that they will seek to charge. These rates are set to reflect the 
seniority, skills and experience of staff and, where applicable, the complexity and risks of the 
bankruptcy. They cover staff costs and overheads. 

If remuneration is being charged on a time basis, the external administrator must keep time 
sheets noting the number of hours spent on the tasks performed. 

Creditors have a right to question the external administrator about the remuneration and the 
rates to be charged. They also have a right to question the external administrator about the fee 
calculation method used and how the calculation was made. The external administrator must 
justify why the chosen fee calculation method is appropriate for the administration. 

  

There are different types of remuneration reports that you may receive during the course of an 
external administration. The following table details the reports and when you might receive them. 

Calculating remuneration 

Information you will receive 
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The meeting of creditors (or committee of inspection) gives a chance for those participating to 
ask questions about the external administrator’s remuneration. Fees are then approved by a vote 
of the creditors. Alternatively, the external administrator may seek approval of remuneration via a 
proposal without a meeting. Whichever method is used, the external administrator must provide 
the same report to creditors about their remuneration (Remuneration Approval Report). 

Creditors may be asked to approve remuneration for work already performed and/or 
remuneration estimate for work not yet carried out. If the work is yet to be carried out, the 
external administrator must set a maximum limit (cap) on the future remuneration approval. For 
example, ‘future remuneration is approved, calculated on hours worked at the rates charged (as 
set out in the provided rate scale) up to a cap of $X’. 

Document Information it contains When you will receive it 

Initial 
Remuneration 
Notice (IRN) 

• A brief explanation of the types of methods
that may be used to calculate fees.

• The external administrator’s chosen fee
calculation method(s) and why it is
appropriate.

• Details of the external administrator’s rates,
including hourly rates if time spent basis is
used.

• An estimate of the external administrator’s
remuneration.

• The method that will be used to calculate
disbursements.

Voluntary Administration – 
with the notice of first 
meeting. 

Creditors’ voluntary 
liquidation – within 10 
business days of 
appointment. 

Court liquidation – within 
20 business days of 
appointment. 

Remuneration 
Approval 
Report (RAR) 

• A summary description of the major tasks
performed, or likely to be performed.

• The costs associated with each of those
major tasks and the method of calculation.

• The periods at which the external
administrator proposes to withdraw funds
from the administration for remuneration.

• An estimated total amount, or range of total
amounts, of the external administrator’s
remuneration.

• An explanation of the likely impact of that
remuneration on the dividends (if any) to
creditors.

• Where internal disbursements are being
claimed, the external administrator will
report to creditors on the amount and
method of calculation of these
disbursements.

Sent at the same time as: 

• the notice to creditors
of the meeting at which
approval of
remuneration will be
sought; or

• the notice to creditors
of the proposal without
a meeting by which
approval of
remuneration will be
sought

If approval of remuneration 
is not being sought, a RAR 
will not be provided. 

Approving remuneration 
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If the remuneration for work done then exceeds this figure, the external administrator will have to 
ask the creditors to approve a further amount of remuneration, after accounting for the amount 
already incurred. 

If an external administrator can’t get the creditors’ approval, an application can be made to the 
Court to determine their remuneration. 

When there are limited funds available in the administration, or the external administrator’s 
remuneration is below a statutory threshold, an external administrator is entitled to draw a one-
off amount of up to that threshold plus GST, without creditor approval. This amount is currently 
$5,000 (indexed). 

  

Committee of inspection approval 

A committee of inspection will generally only be established where there are a large number of 
creditors and/or complex matters which make having a committee desirable. Committee 
members are chosen by a vote of all creditors and work with the external administrator to 
represent the creditors’ interests. 

If there is a committee, the external administrator will ask it to approve the remuneration. A 
committee makes its decision by a majority in number of its members present in person at a 
meeting, but it can only vote if a majority of its members attend. 

In approving the remuneration, it is important that committee members understand that they 
represent all the creditors, not just their own individual interests. 

Creditors’ approval 

Creditors approve remuneration by passing a resolution at a creditors’ meeting. Creditors may 
vote according to their individual interests. 

To approve an external administrator’s remuneration, a resolution is put to the meeting to be 
decided on the voices or by a ‘poll’ (if requested by the external administrator or a person 
participating and entitled to vote at the meeting). A poll requires a count of each vote and its 
value to be taken and recorded for each creditor present and voting. 

A proxy is a document whereby a creditor appoints someone else to represent them at a 
creditors’ meeting and to vote on their behalf. A proxy can be either a general proxy or a special 
proxy. A general proxy allows the person holding the proxy to vote how they want on a 
resolution, while a special proxy directs the proxy holder to vote in a particular way. 

A creditor will sometimes appoint the external administrator as a proxy to vote on the creditor’s 
behalf. An external administrator is only able to vote on remuneration if they hold a special proxy. 

There are provisions for a resolution to be passed by creditors without a meeting. This still 
requires a majority in value and number of creditors voting to vote in favour of the resolution. 
Creditors representing at least 25% in value of those responding to the external administrator’s 
proposal can object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors. 

Who may approve remuneration? 
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If you are asked to approve an external administrator’s remuneration, your task is to decide if the 
amount of remuneration is reasonable, given the work carried out in the administration and the 
results of that work. 

You may find the following information from the external administrator useful in deciding if the 
remuneration claimed is reasonable: 

• the method used to calculate remuneration

• the major tasks that have been performed, or are likely to be performed, for the
remuneration

• the remuneration/estimated remuneration (as applicable) for each of the major tasks

• the size and complexity (or otherwise) of the administration

• the amount of remuneration (if any) that has previously been approved

• if the remuneration is calculated, in whole or in part, on a time basis:
o the period over which the work was, or is likely to be performed
o if the remuneration is for work that has already been carried out, the time spent by

each level of staff on each of the major tasks
o if the remuneration is for work that is yet to be carried out, whether the

remuneration is capped.

ARITA’s Code of Professional Practice (‘the Code’) outlines the steps external administrators 
should take to make sure they fulfil their responsibilities to creditors when asking creditors to 
approve remuneration, including when those creditors are acting in their capacity as committee 
members. The Code is available on the ARITA website at www.arita.com.au. 

If you need more information about remuneration than is provided in the external administrator’s 
report, you should let them know before the meeting at which remuneration will be voted on. 

  

If you think the remuneration being claimed is unreasonable, you should raise your concerns with 
the external administrator. It is your decision whether to vote in favour of, or against, a resolution 
to approve remuneration. You may also choose to not vote on the resolution (abstain). 

You also have the power to put a resolution to the meeting. For example, you could put forward a 
resolution to change the way the external administrator charges for remuneration, or the periods 
at which the external administrator may withdraw funds. Any amending resolution must occur 
before the vote being taken on the resolution to approve remuneration. If the amended proposal 
is passed, the resolution is binding on the external administrator. However, such an amendment 
may result in the external administrator seeking to be replaced by another external administrator. 

If the external administrator is seeking approval of remuneration via a resolution without a 
meeting and more than 25% in value of the creditors responding object using the form provided 
by the external administrator, the proposal will not pass. If the external administrator wants the 
proposal passed, a meeting will need to be convened and any creditor entitled to participate in 
the meeting has the right, before the vote is taken, to put a resolution to the meeting as 
mentioned above. 

What can you do if you think the remuneration is unreasonable? 

Deciding if remuneration is reasonable 

Enclosure 3
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A creditor may apply to Court for a review of an external administrator’s remuneration. Creditors 
also have the power to appoint, by resolution, a reviewing liquidator to review any remuneration 
approved within the six months and any disbursements incurred in the 12 months before the 
reviewing liquidator’s appointment. The cost of a reviewing liquidator is paid from the assets of 
the external administration. An individual creditor may also appoint a reviewing liquidator with the 
external administrator’s consent. An individual creditor seeking the appointment of a reviewing 
liquidator must pay the cost of the reviewing liquidator. 

  

An external administrator should be very careful incurring costs that must be paid from the 
administration; as careful as if they were incurring the expenses on their own behalf. Their report 
on remuneration sent to creditors must also include information on the out-of-pocket costs of the 
administration (disbursements). 

Where these out-of-pocket costs are internal disbursements paid to the external administrator’s 
firm (for example photocopying and phone calls) the external administrator must request creditor 
approval of these amounts. The external administrator may also ask for approval of internal 
disbursements in advance. If they do so, they will set the rates for those disbursements and a 
cap on the maximum amount that can be drawn. 

If you have questions about any of these costs, you should ask the external administrator and, if 
necessary, bring it up at a creditors’ or committee meeting. If you are still concerned, you have 
the right to seek the appointment of a reviewing liquidator (refer above). 

  

You should first raise any queries or complaints with the external administrator or their firm. 

If this fails to resolve your concerns, including any concerns about their conduct, you can lodge a 
complaint with ARITA at www.arita.com.au or with ASIC at www.asic.gov.au. ARITA is only able 
to deal with complaints in respect of their members. 

  

The ARITA website contains the ARITA Code of Professional Practice which is applicable to all 
its members. ARITA also provides general information to assist creditors at 
www.arita.com.au/creditors. 

ASIC includes information on its website which may assist creditors. Go to www.asic.gov.au and 
search for ‘insolvency information sheets’. 

Important note: This information sheet contains a summary of basic information on the topic. It is not a substitute for 
legal advice. Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or qualifications. This document 
may not contain all of the information about the law or the exceptions and qualifications that are relevant to your 
circumstances. 

Reimbursement of out-of-pocket costs 

Queries and complaints 

More information 
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Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 
ACN 607 484 364 
(the Company) 

Notice of Proposal to Creditors 
(Provisional Liquidators’ Remuneration) 

Proposal for creditor approval 

“That the remuneration of the Provisional Liquidators for the period 15 July 2021 to 11 November 2021, calculated 
at hourly rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 6 December 2021, is determined in the sum of 
$21,740.00, exclusive of GST.” 

Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed 

The Liquidators are entitled to be remunerated for the work undertaken by us, our partners and our staff.  We 
consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a meeting of 
creditors will achieve the dual aims of: 

 allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we request 
they approve; and 

 minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential 
return to creditors. 

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or a lesser 
amount if there are insufficient funds available) from available funding. 

Vote on proposal 

Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors.  If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the resolution.   

Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below: 

Yes � I approve the proposal. 

No � I do not approve the proposal. 

Object � I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors. 

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidators for your vote to 
count.  Please select the option that applies: 

� I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents. 

� I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form. 

Creditor details 

Name of creditor: ______________________________________________________ ACN/ABN (if applicable): ________________________ 

� I am not a related creditor of the Company. 

� I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:                  . 
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Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of creditor/authorised person: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________________________ 

Please complete this document and return it with any supporting documents by no later than 4 March 2022 for 
your vote to be counted, by email to forum@mcgrathnicol.com.  

Completed forms may also be sent by mail to GPO Box 9986, Sydney NSW 2001, although you should ensure this is 
sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes. 

If you have any queries, please contact my staff by email at forum@mcgrathnicol.com. 

Dated: 11 February 2022 

Enclosure 4 
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Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 
ACN 607 484 364 
(the Company) 

Notice of Proposal to Creditors 
(Liquidators’ Retrospective Remuneration) 

Proposal for creditor approval 

“That the remuneration of the Liquidators for the period 12 November 2021 to 30 January 2022, calculated at hourly 
rates as detailed in the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 6 December 2021, is determined in the sum of $7,235.00, 
exclusive of GST.” 

Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed 

The Liquidators are entitled to be remunerated for the work undertaken by us, our partners and our staff.  We 
consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a meeting of 
creditors will achieve the dual aims of: 

 allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we request 
they approve; and 

 minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential 
return to creditors. 

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or a lesser 
amount if there are insufficient funds available) from available funding. 

Vote on proposal 

Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors.  If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the resolution.   

Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below: 

Yes � I approve the proposal. 

No � I do not approve the proposal. 

Object � I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors. 

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidators for your vote to 
count.  Please select the option that applies: 

� I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents. 

� I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form. 

Creditor details 

Name of creditor: ______________________________________________________ ACN/ABN (if applicable): ________________________ 

� I am not a related creditor of the Company. 

� I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:                  . 
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Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of creditor/authorised person: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________________________ 

Please complete this document and return it with any supporting documents by no later than 4 March 2022 for 
your vote to be counted, by email to forum@mcgrathnicol.com.  

Completed forms may also be sent by mail to GPO Box 9986, Sydney NSW 2001, although you should ensure this is 
sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes. 

If you have any queries, please contact my staff by email at forum@mcgrathnicol.com. 

Dated: 11 February 2022 
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Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 
ACN 607 484 364 
(the Company) 

Notice of Proposal to Creditors 
(Liquidators’ Prospective Remuneration) 

Proposal for creditor approval 

“That the future remuneration of the Liquidators from 31 January 2022 to completion is determined at a sum equal 
to the cost of time spent by the Liquidators and their partners and staff, calculated at the hourly rates as detailed in 
the Initial Remuneration Notice dated 6 December 2021, up to an initial capped amount of $19,675.00, exclusive of 
GST.” 

Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed 

The Liquidators are entitled to be remunerated for the work undertaken by us, our partners and our staff.  We 
consider that the method of this approval by a proposal, rather than incurring the costs of convening a meeting of 
creditors will achieve the dual aims of: 

 allowing creditors to properly consider detailed information regarding the remuneration that we request 
they approve; and 

 minimise the costs of the consideration and approval process, with the aim of maximising the potential 
return to creditors. 

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution to pay the approved remuneration (or a lesser 
amount if there are insufficient funds available) from available funding. 

Vote on proposal 

Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors.  If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the resolution.   

Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below: 

Yes � I approve the proposal. 

No � I do not approve the proposal. 

Object � I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors. 

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidators for your vote to 
count.  Please select the option that applies: 

� I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents. 

� I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form. 

Creditor details 

Name of creditor: ________________________________________________________ ACN/ABN (if applicable): ______________________ 
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� I am not a related creditor of the Company. 

� I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship: 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of creditor/authorised person: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________________________ 

Please complete this document and return it with any supporting documents by no later than 4 March 2022 for 
your vote to be counted, by email to forum@mcgrathnicol.com.  

Completed forms may also be sent by mail to GPO Box 9986, Sydney NSW 2001, although you should ensure this is 
sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes. 

If you have any queries, please contact my staff by email at forum@mcgrathnicol.com. 

Dated: 11 February 2022 
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Forum Enviro (Aust) Pty Ltd (In Liquidation) 
ACN 607 484 364 
(the Company) 

Notice of Proposal to Creditors 
(Early Destruction of Books and Records) 

Proposal for creditor approval 

“That the books and records of the Company may be destroyed following the deregistration of the Company, 
subject to the consent of the Australian Securities & Investments Commission being obtained.” 

Reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on creditors if it is passed 

In the absence of a resolution of the type proposed, the Liquidators would be required to retain and store the 
records of the Company for 5 years.  There are material costs associated with this storage.  It is the view of the 
Liquidators that incurrence of these costs is not in the best interests of creditors as it will diminish the available 
funds. 

If the resolution is passed, the Liquidators will rely on the resolution in support of an application to ASIC for the 
destruction of the records of the Company.  If that approval is granted by ASIC, the Liquidators would then be 
entitled to destroy the records of the Company within the period allowed by ASIC. 

Vote on proposal 

Creditors have the option of approving, not approving or objecting to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors.  If more than 25% of responding creditors object to the proposal being resolved without a 
meeting of creditors, a meeting of creditors would be required to be convened to pass the resolution.   

Please select the appropriate Yes, No or Object box referred to below: 

Yes � I approve the proposal. 

No � I do not approve the proposal. 

Object � I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting of creditors. 

Your claim against the Company must be admitted for the purposes of voting by the Liquidators for your vote to 
count.  Please select the option that applies: 

� I have previously submitted a proof of debt form and supporting documents. 

� I have enclosed a proof of debt form and supporting documents with this proposal form. 

Creditor details 

Name of creditor: ______________________________________________________ ACN/ABN (if applicable): ________________________ 

� I am not a related creditor of the Company. 

� I am a related creditor of the Company, relationship:                  . 

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Name of creditor/authorised person: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signature: _____________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________________________________ 
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Please complete this document and return it with any supporting documents by no later than 4 March 2022 for 
your vote to be counted, by email to forum@mcgrathnicol.com.  

Completed forms may also be sent by mail to GPO Box 9986, Sydney NSW 2001, although you should ensure this is 
sent with sufficient time to arrive by the date the vote closes. 

If you have any queries, please contact my staff by email at forum@mcgrathnicol.com. 

Dated: 11 February 2022
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Information sheet: Proposals without meetings 

You are a creditor in a bankruptcy or personal insolvency agreement (collectively referred to as a 

regulated debtor’s estate). You have been asked by the trustee to consider passing a proposal 

without a meeting. 

This information sheet is to assist you with understanding what a proposal without a meeting is 

and what your rights as a creditor are. 

  

A proposal without a meeting is a cost effective alternative to a meeting. The trustee can use a 

proposal without a meeting to obtain the consent of creditors to a particular course of action.  

  

The trustee is able to put any proposal to creditors by giving notice in writing to the creditors. 

There is a restriction under the law that each notice can only contain a single proposal. However, 

the trustee can send more than one notice at a single time.  

  

The notice must: 

• include a statement of the reasons for the proposal and the likely impact it will have on

creditors if it is passed

• invite the creditor to either:

o vote yes or no to the proposal, or

o object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting, and

• specify a reasonable time for replies to be received by the trustee.

If you wish to vote or object, you will also need to lodge a Proof of Debt (POD) to substantiate 

your claim in the regulated debtor’s estate. The trustee will provide you with a POD to complete. 

You should ensure that you also provide documentation to support your claim.  

If you have already lodged a POD in this external administration, you do not need to lodge 

another one. 

The trustee must also provide you with enough information for you to be able to make an 

informed decision on how to cast your vote on the proposal. With some types of proposals, the 

law or ARITA’s Code of Professional Practice sets requirements for the information that you must 

be provided. For example, if the trustee is asking you to approve remuneration, you will be 

provided with a Remuneration Approval Report, which will provide you with detailed information 

about how the trustee’s remuneration has been calculated. 

What is a proposal without a meeting? 

What types of proposals can be put to creditors? 

What information must the notice contain? 
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You can choose to vote yes, no or object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting. 

  

A resolution will be passed if more than 50% in number and 50% in value (of those creditors who 

did vote) voted in favour of the proposal, but only so long as not more than 25% in value 

objected to the proposal being resolved without a meeting. 

  

If the proposal doesn’t pass and an objection is not received, the trustee can choose to amend 

the proposal and ask creditors to consider it again, or the trustee can choose to hold a meeting 

of creditors to consider the proposal. 

The trustee may also be able to go to Court to seek approval. 

  

If more than 25% in value of creditors responding to the proposal object to the proposal being 

resolved without a meeting, the proposal will not pass even if the required majority of creditors 

vote yes. 

The trustee will also be unable to put the proposal to creditors again without a meeting. 

You should be aware that if you choose to object, there will be substantial additional costs 

associated with convening a meeting of creditors or the trustee seeking the approval of the 

Court. This cost will normally be paid from the available assets in the regulated debtor’s estate. 

This is an important power and you should ensure that it is used appropriately. 

  

The Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA) provides detailed 

information to assist creditors with understanding regulated debtor’s estates and insolvency. 

This information is available from ARITA’s website at artia.com.au/creditors. 

AFSA provides information on a range of personal insolvency topics. This information can be 

accessed on AFSA’s website at www.afsa.gov.au. 

What are your options if you are asked to vote on a proposal without a meeting? 

What happens if the proposal doesn’t pass? 

What happens if I object to the proposal being resolved without a meeting? 

Where can I get more information? 

How is a resolution passed? 
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Subregulation 5.6.49(2) 

FORM 535 

FORMAL PROOF OF DEBT OR CLAIM (GENERAL FORM) 

   ACN  

 “the Company” 

To the Liquidator/Administrator of the Company 

1. This is to state that the Company was on                                       , and still is, justly and truly indebted to:

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ (name of creditor)

of _____________________________________________________________________________________________ (address of creditor)

for  $_________________________and____________cents (GST inclusive)     GST amount _______________________________

Date 
Consideration (state how the 

Debt arose) 

Amount 

$    c 

Remarks (include details of 

voucher substantiating payment) 

2. To my knowledge or belief the creditor has not, nor has any person by the creditor's order, had or received any

satisfaction or security for the sum or any part of it except for the following: (insert particulars of all securities

held. If the securities are on the property of the company, assess the value of those securities.  If any bills or

other negotiable securities are held, show them in a schedule in the following form).

Date Drawer Acceptor Amount $c Due Date 

3. Select which of the below applies (choose one):


The creditor is a company and I am signing as

a director of the company 
The creditor is a partnership and I am signing as

a partner of the partnership



The creditor is a company and I am signing as

an authorised representative/duly constituted

attorney of the company


I am signing in my personal capacity as a

member or contributory of the Company  


I am an individual and I am signing in my

personal capacity (which includes employees)  Other: ____________________________________________


The creditor is a sole trader and I am signing

as the proprietor

Page 1 of 2
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4. If you are a related party, state your relationship ________________________________________________________________

This debt was inncurred for the consideration stated and the debt, to the best of my knowledge and belief, 

remains unpaid and unsatisfied.

Signature ............................................................................................ Dated ……………………………………………………….. 

Name: ___________________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Page 2 of 2

5. Is this debt claimed on the basis of an assignment?  Yes☐  No☐
If so, what consideration was paid for the debt? _________________________

☐ I nominate to receive electronic notifications of documents in accordance with Section 600G of the 

Corporations Act at the following email address

Email: __________________________________________________
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5. Proof of Debt Guidance Notes 1 

Proof of Debt 
Guidance Notes 

(Please read carefully before filling in Form 535 or Form 536) 

It is a creditor’s responsibility to prove their claim to our satisfaction. 

When lodging claims, creditors must ensure: 

 the proof of debt form is properly completed in every particular; and

 evidence, as set out under “Information to support your claim”, is attached to the Form 535 or Form 536.

Directions for completion of a Proof of Debt 

1. Insert the full name and address of the creditor.

2. Under “Consideration” state how the debt arose, for example “goods sold to the company on
______________________”.

3. Under “Remarks” include details of any documents that substantiate the debt (refer to the section “Information
to support your claim” below for further information).

4. Where the space provided for a particular purpose is insufficient to contain all the information required for a
particular item, please attach additional information.

Information to support your claim 

Please note that unless you provide evidence to support the existence of the debt, your debt is not likely to be 
accepted.  Detailed below are some examples of debts creditors may claim and a suggested list of documents that 
should accompany a proof of debt to substantiate the debt. 

Trade Creditors 

 Invoice(s) and statement(s) showing the amount of the debt; and

 Advice(s) to pay outstanding invoice(s) (optional).

Guarantees/Indemnities 

 Executed guarantee/indemnity;

 Notice of Demand served on the guarantor; and

 Calculation of the amount outstanding under the guarantee.

Judgment Debt 

 Copy of the judgment; and

 Documents/details to support the underlying debt as per other categories.

Deficiencies on Secured Debt 

 Security Documents (eg. mortgage);

 Independent valuation of the secured portion of the debt (if not yet realised) or the basis of the creditor’s
estimated value of the security;

 Calculation of the deficiency on the security; and

 Details of income earned and expenses incurred by the secured creditor in respect of the secured asset since the
date of appointment.

Loans (Bank and Personal) 

 Executed loan agreement; and
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5. Proof of Debt Guidance Notes 2 

 Loan statements showing payments made, interest accruing and the amount outstanding as at the date of
appointment.

Tax Debts 

 Documentation that shows the assessment of debts, whether it is an actual debt or an estimate, and separate
amounts for the primary debt and any penalties.

Employee Debts 

 Basis of calculation of the debt;

 Type of Claim (eg. wages, holiday pay, etc);

 Correspondence relating to the debt being claimed; and

 Contract of Employment (if any).

Leases 

 Copy of the lease; and

 Statement showing amounts outstanding under the lease, differentiating between amounts outstanding at the
date of the appointment and any future monies.
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Creditor Information Sheet 
Offences, Recoverable Transactions and 
Insolvent Trading

AUSTRALIAN RESTRUCTURING INSOLVENCY & TURNAROUND ASSOCIATION 

 
A summary of offences under the Corporations Act that may be identified by liquidators or administrators: 

180 Failure by company officers to exercise a reasonable degree of care and diligence in the 
exercise of their powers and the discharge of their duties. 

181 Failure to act in good faith. 
182 Making improper use of their position as an officer or employee, to gain, directly or indirectly, 

an advantage. 
183 Making improper use of information acquired by virtue of the officer’s position. 
184 Reckless or intentional dishonesty in failing to exercise duties in good faith for a proper 

purpose. Use of position or information dishonestly to gain advantage or cause detriment. 
This can be a criminal offence. 

198G Performing or exercising a function or power as an officer while a company is under 
administration.  

206A Contravening a court order against taking part in the management of a corporation. 
206A, B Taking part in the management of corporation while being an insolvent, for example, while 

bankrupt. 
206A, B Acting as a director or promoter or taking part in the management of a company within five 

years after conviction or imprisonment for various offences. 
209(3) Dishonest failure to observe requirements on making loans to directors or related 

companies. 
254T Paying dividends except out of profits. 
286 Failure to keep proper accounting records. 
312 Obstruction of an auditor. 
314-7 Failure to comply with requirements for the preparation of financial statements. 
437D(5) Unauthorised dealing with company's property during administration. 
438B(4) / 453F 
475(9)) / 497(4) 
/ 530A – 530B 

Failure by directors to assist, deliver records and provide information. 

438C(5) / 477(3) 
/ 530B 

Failure to assist, deliver up books and records and provide information. 

588G Incurring liabilities while insolvent 
588GAB Officer’s duty to prevent creditor-defeating disposition 
588GAC A person must not procure a company to make a creditor-defeating disposition 
590 Failure to disclose property, concealed or removed property, concealed a debt due to the 

company, altered books of the company, fraudulently obtained credit on behalf of the 
company, material omission from Report as to Affairs or false representation to creditors. 

596AB Entering into an agreement or transaction to avoid employee entitlements. 

Preferences 
A preference is a transaction, such as a payment by the company to a creditor, in which the creditor receiving the 
payment is preferred over the general body of creditors.  The relevant period for the payment commences six 
months before the commencement of the liquidation, or three months if a simplified liquidation process is adopted.  
The company must have been insolvent at the time of the transaction or become insolvent because of the 
transaction. 

Where a creditor receives a preference*, the payment is voidable as against a liquidator and is liable to be paid 
back to the liquidator subject to the creditor being able to successfully maintain any of the defences available to the 
creditor under the Corporations Act. 

*Must be greater than $30,000 for unrelated creditors in a simplified liquidation

Creditor-defeating disposition 
Creditor-defeating dispositions are the transfer of company assets for less than market value (or the best price 
reasonably obtainable) that prevents, hinders or significantly delay creditors’ access to the company’s assets in 
liquidation. Creditor-defeating dispositions are voidable by a liquidator. 

Offences 

Recoverable Transactions 
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Queries about the external administration should be directed to the insolvency practitioner’s office. 

Version: December 2020 PAGE 2 

Uncommercial Transaction 
An uncommercial transaction is one that it may be expected that a reasonable person in the company's 
circumstances would not have entered into, having regard to the benefit or detriment to the company; the 
respective benefits to other parties; and any other relevant matter. 

To be voidable, an uncommercial transaction must have occurred during the two years before the liquidation.  
However, if a related entity is a party to the transaction, the period is four years and if the intention of the 
transaction is to defeat creditors, the period is ten years. The company must have been insolvent at the time of the 
transaction, or become insolvent because of the transaction. 

Unfair Loan 
A loan is unfair if and only if the interest was extortionate when the loan was made or has since become 
extortionate.  There is no time limit on unfair loans – they only must be entered into before the winding up began. 

Arrangements to avoid employee entitlements 
If an employee suffers loss because a person (including a director) enters into an arrangement or transaction to 
avoid the payment of employee entitlements, the liquidator or the employee may seek to recover compensation 
from that person or from members of a corporate group (Contribution Order). 

Unreasonable payments to directors 
Liquidators have the power to reclaim ‘unreasonable payments’ made to directors by companies prior to liquidation.  
The provision relates to payments made to or on behalf of a director or close associate of a director.  The 
transaction must have been unreasonable and have been entered into during the 4 years leading up to a 
company's liquidation, regardless of its solvency at the time the transaction occurred. 

Voidable charges 
Certain charges over company property are voidable by a liquidator: 

• circulating security interest within six months of the liquidation, unless it secures a subsequent advance
• unregistered security interests
• security interests in favour of related parties who attempt to enforce the security within six months of its

creation.

 

In the following circumstances, directors may be personally liable for insolvent trading by the company: 

• a person is a director at the time a company incurs a debt
• the company is insolvent at the time of incurring the debt or becomes insolvent because of incurring the debt
• at the time the debt was incurred, there were reasonable grounds to suspect that the company was insolvent
• the director was aware such grounds for suspicion existed; and
• a reasonable person in a like position would have been so aware.

The law provides that the liquidator, and in certain circumstances the creditor who suffered the loss, may recover 
from the director, an amount equal to the loss or damage suffered.  Similar provisions exist to pursue holding 
companies for debts incurred by their subsidiaries. 

A defence is available under the law where the director can establish: 

• there were reasonable grounds to expect that the company was solvent and they did so expect
• they did not take part in management for illness or some other good reason; or
• they took all reasonable steps to prevent the company incurring the debt.

The director may also be able to avail themselves of safe harbour, if they meet certain conditions. 

The proceeds of any recovery for insolvent trading by a liquidator are available for distribution to the unsecured 
creditors before the secured creditors. 

Important note: This information sheet contains a summary of basic information on the topic.  It is not a substitute for legal 
advice.  Some provisions of the law referred to may have important exceptions or qualifications.  This document may not contain 
all of the information about the law or the exceptions and qualifications that are relevant to your circumstances. 

Insolvent trading 
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